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The Role of the Professional in Society
v .. _

Continuing Professional Education:is not a new concept. Solon,

Confucius, and Hippocrates all advocated the kind of continuous personal

growth and development which we today characterize as continuing profes-

sional education.
1 Society has always regarded the professional as a

special type of individualone -who is socially-oriented, altruistic,

and responsible for the making of decisions in his area of expertise

which orly he is qualified to nake.

The practitioners of the professions are neither
scientists nor artists, because all professionals
are concerned with variations of the decision-making

discipline . ."Whereas the results of scientific
investigations are generally independent of time and
place, the answers to professional problems are al-
most always unique in regard to particulars of time
and place . . . The professional's design process must
contain elements that the scientist's seldoni if ever
requires, and prime among these differences re the
needs for both an explicit value system and formal
optimization. procedures.

The. challenge to the professions can be described in
teras of the new concent that has taken hold in today's
social jargon: the-gan. We speak with disdain of the
credulity gap in politics and we speak 1.rith distress

of the generation gap in families. Yet of far greater
significance is the gap which goes unrecognized by
society at large - the discontinuities between the
needs and aspirations of an everchanging, expanding
society, and the resnonsibilities of the professionally
trained citizens who alone are eauipped to meet these
requirements; between the increasing problems of grag-
ing nations accelerated by technological developments,
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and the emergence of the rofessionally educated Mho
are able to resolve them.

It is generally agreed that continuing education is a neceSsity for a

professional practitioner mho hopes to perform well in this large role

which society has assigned to him.

The purpose of this paper is to summarize some of the literature'

concerning factors mhich influence the form and content of continuing

education programs for professionals, and to point out the iqplicationss

of this literature for program development by the Medical Library Associa-

tion.

Professional Education

There can be little argument mith the statement that the design

of continuing professional education programs depends largely upon the

type of pre-professional and professional education which has been given

to those entering the profession. The need for professional continuing

education today is only an aspect of the need for a revolutionized plan

of professional education in general. It is the opinion of many experts

in various professions that professional education in the United States

has reached a crisis point where sweeping changes in design must occur.

Professional education ixograms today are hampered by the un-

fortunate premise that they are responsible for exposing the professional-

to-be to all the professional education he mill ever receive. This

leads the programs to concentrate on broad theoretical knowledge mhich

will be of uae to the practitioner only in the advanced stages of hiS

practice, when he has achieved positions of much greater responsibility,

rather than giving him the specialized knoledge to perform the basic

professional-tasks at a high level of efficiency.
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Peter Drucker in his book the Age of Discontinuity has made

several usef41 suggestions for the reform`-of professional education.

- . When knowledge is applied to mork, me need con-

tinuing education, that is, thefrequent return of
the experienced and accomplished adult to formal
learring. The immlications of this,point are not yet
fully seen. One implication is,that we can now rec-
ognize the period in a merson's life and a career when
a given subject natter is learned best. .. . nany sub-
jects, for example, are better learned by experienced
older men. Management is one of them. In the law, in
medicine, in engineering, in education, in architecture
and in rPny other fields, there are, equally, areas
that the inexperienced youngster can hardly learn and
the beginner rarely needs. The most important areas in
any practice are as a rule accessible most easily to the
man of experience and are most meaningful to him.

Continuing education need nor; be education in siecialized
subjects of use only to the highly advanced professional.
The most general subjects, philosophy, perhaps,-or his-
tory, also make more sense as education for the exper-
ienced adult. Specialities are what the young learn best
and need most.

For what makes the generalist is the ability to hold a
speciality aLrainst the sum total of experience, that is,
to relate it to the general. To be sure, the young need
a foundation in the general, and they need the big vision
but the synthesis which is the true generalization is
largely meaningless to them. For this reason, continuing
education may be where the true generalist will come into
being. It maybe the stage where me look at the "big pic-
ture," where me can tal,e "the philosophical view" and
where me can ask, "what does it all mean?"3

Examples of dilemmas created for planners by the tyme of pro-

fessional education given to practitioners-to-be can be founciin engineer-

ing and accounting. Recent revisions in the curricula of engineering

schools have apparently changed the tynical engineering program from very

specific, task-oriented training, to very theoretical generally-oriented

education. According to the Joint Advisory Committee:



There is now a significant difference "between the pre-
paration of recent engineering graduates and their
counterparts of a decade or more ago. large numbers
of earlier graduates possess engineering experience
which is no longer applicable and lack currently es-
sential theoretical background. On the other hand,
recent graduates possess much more sophistication
technically, but still need instruction to be able to
apply this knowledge effectively. For both of these
groups, comprehensive systems of continuing engineering
studies covering the soectrum from fundampntal knowledge
to engineering application are essential.

In other words, planners of continuing engineeritg education must provide

two divergent types of programs to suit two generations of engineers.

A related prOblem caused by 'the current state of basic engineer-

ing education is that there are several specialized fields which are

simply not covered in engineering school courses. For example, refri-

geration-air conditioning courses are often not available in standard

college curricula due to the increasing emphasis on fundamentals of
a

science and math in the engineering programs. Despite an.increasingly

heavy demand for engineers in this area the usL educational procrram
.

of the mechanical engineering curriculum mmst be'suppletented by knowledge

obtained from outside the professional school.

To train these people the community Collages, junior
colleges, and trade and technical schools are offerina'
the necessary courses, which are sometimes taught by
full-time professors and sometimes by nmoon-lighters"
from industry. The-courses range from highly technical
and theoretical to the survey type, with principal em.-
phasis on the state of the art and the characteristics
of available equipment?

Pc similsir problem of unavailability of specialized know/edge

in professional sdhool programs is found in accounting, where the burden

of training recruits already weights heavily on the hiring organization.

In a recent article in the CPA Journa1,6 Lawrence C. Phillips points out

the "decline of accounting as an academic stibject" as the result of
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gradual shifts of program emphasis in Colleges of Business toward the

"Management School Concept" of broadly-tradned buSiness managers. Ac-

countants ready to practice in business-or Rublic agencies simply are

not being produced by professional schools.

Phillips'argues that the accounting-Profession has only tWo

alternatives:

(1) To assume the full educational burden mithin the
firm, accompanied by a massive extension of Anerican
Institute sponsored professional development activities;
or (2) to encourage and support those schools that are
able and interested in the pursuit of a professional
school concept. The first alternative is far too costly
and fails to provide the freedom of education mhich
flourishes mithin the academic environment.7

Be feels that the long-run image of accounting as a profession comparable

to law and medicine seems to require a program conducted mithin a univer-

sity-based professional school. In addition, the continuing expansion

of the body of accounting,knowledge and the complexities of accounting

practice mould necessitate prohibitive training costs for most firms.

Phillips concludes that the professional development and staff training

efforts of professional groups should complement rather than compete mith

or be employed as a substitute for university-level education. .

Most-professionals mould probably agree with Phillips that this

is a rational allocation of pre-professional training responsibilities.

The responsibility of complementing and expanding basic educational

opportunities must be divided among various sponsors, as mill be discussed

at some length later in this report. It simply remains to be pointed out

that if the professional schools mere providing basic practical decision-

naRing oriented education, if they were .producing professionals designed

to meet the future needs of society (rather than the needs of society at
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same point in the past, as interpreted by faculty members with-little*

or no profeSsional eXperience and no concern with speculating about the

future) if they were selecting and training students with incuiring

minds in the arts of learning how to learn, then the problems of pro-

viding continuing education for professionals would be mudh smaller

than they appear to be.

Terminology

The process of program design for continring;professional education

is hampered somewhat by the confusion which still reigns regarding the

term 'continuing education." According to Houle the term adult education

refers to:

... the process by hich men andwomen (alone or in grouPs)
attempt to improve themselves by increasing their skills
or knowledge, developing their insights or appreciations
or changing their attitudes; or the process by which in-
dividuals oN agencies attempt to change men and women in
these mays.'

The late A,A. Liveright in his Study of Adult Education in the United

States9 explained that the term "adult education" has been superceed.c.d

by the term "continuing education" which is less value-loaded and has

the 'broader connotation of life-long learn:In:1z.

The philosophical implications of this charae in terminology

are illominAted by Carol Thomsen in "The incr=asing Denands for Health

Care; the Changing Role of the Burse, and the f.Iuestions these raise for

Continuing Education."

.Education, in terms of formal dezree opportunities,
relates directly to achieving =ward mobility, in-
creasing professional status and social and economic
security. Education, in the purer sense, increases
an individual's possibilities for fulfillment of.his
potential. The term adult education, yielding to the
,philosophy that one's awn education is a single inte-
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grated process than a series of learning experiences
separated by concrete developmental stages became
Continuing Education. Nore specifically, it accounted
for a change in the individukl's motivation to learn,
from pursuing advanced standing in a profession to the
ultimate aim of improvement 10

Although the philosophical implications-of the term "continuing

education" are reasonably clear, Elizabeth Stone \
has pointed out that

"the lack of any universally acceptable definition of continuing education,

as revealed in the literature, is a stumbling block that has slaved down

action in many professions."11 Stone accepts the broadest definitions

of continuing education which includes advanced degree seeking (beyond

the first professional degree) and management and communication training,

and incorporates all activities and efforts formal and informal, by the

individual to upgrade his knowledge, abilities, competencies, and under-

stancling in his field of work or specialization so that he can become

more effective professional and be able to handle responsibil5ties of

greater scope and accountability.
12

This broad deflnition works effectively in Stone's report, which

does indeed concern itself with efforts which fall into these various

categories. For the purposes of a professional association engaged in

program design, such a term is far too general. In Continuing Education

for R&D ( areers, there is a usefnl attempt to define continuing education

rigorously in terms of precisely conceived objectives.

It is increasingly common to distinguiSh between ad-
vanced education and continuing education, even though
the two are frequently intertwined. The Interim Re-
port of the Committee on Goals of Engineering Education
(known popularly as the Goals Committee) lists four
objectives of engineering education beyond the first
basic degree. The report further indicates that the
first of these objectives refers to advanced education -

beyond the bachelor's degree - and the remaining th-see
to continuing education. For general descriptive our-

1 0
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poses, this report uses their categories, mhich are
as follows:

1. Upgrading a person's education (a person may work
toward.a graduate degree to Yeise the level of his
'formal capabilities.

2. Updating a nerson's education (a person -who re-
ceived a BS degree 10 years ago may -Ash to take
course mork to make his formal education comparable
to that of a person receiving a ZiS degree this year).

3. Diversification to new fields (a person educated
in one fieldmay seek to obtain some formal education
in another field, but not necessarily at a higher de-

gree level).

. Maturing of a person's education (a person may add
a new perspective in his own field, such as the inclu-

sion of financial, temporal, political, and social fac-

tors).

The Commil-tee also notes one other in-portant charac-
teristic of.Zontinuing education studies, that they
usually refer to training *which "cetter equips a per-
son for his contemporary work, for the job he has now
or aspires to in the near future. This, continuing
education emphasizes practicality ard ir-mrediacy, is
contrast to basic professional education and to up-
grading or the pursuit of advanced degrees in tradi-
tional mays.13

Since management training for scientists and engineers
represents a shift out of the technical career line,
most -writers exclude it from continuing education.
While such training caald easily be taken as one kind
of 'diversification' in the Goals Cor-r-ittee sense, it
is neither a refreshment nor a continuation of the
technical-scientific education of these specialists.14

In this study, the definitions giren above are followed.
Management training, "maturing," and degree-seeking
stuiies are specifically excluded. The report refers to

refreshing, updating, and diversification activities in
engineering and scientific fields of study.15

Such laudable precision of terminology mould certainly benefit any program

design project.

1 1
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There is one other term -which is used heaVily in several pro-

fessions, most notably in accounting. The,American Institute of CPA's

has a "professional development" division. Referred to in accountircr

literature as "PD", professional development as,a term seems subject

to almost as much confusion as the general t?r.m\"continuing education."

"Professional development" in accounting is defined as a broad range

of activities.

Professional development is a continuing and planned
series of experiencestechnical and nontechnical,
on and off the job formal and informal, inside and
outside the f1rm.10

The attraction of the term is that there is likely to be less disagreement

about the purpose of "professional development" and less confusion with

remedial level training than -with the term "continuing education." It

mould be interesting to consider the possibility of adopting the term

"professional development" as the designation of a particular level of

"continuing education" for medical librarians, presupPbly the most advanced

level of training.

Recommendations as to the definition of continuing education to

be used in the M.L.A. program desispinz process -will follow in the con-

cluding section of this report. This report -..:111 utilize the bl-oad defini-

tion of.continuing education uthed by Stone.

Obsolescence

A survey of the literature of continuing professional education

suggests that sudden spurts in educational activity seem to follow periods

of crisis involving the traumatic discovery of high degrees of Obsolescence

prevailing among practitioners of a profession. General concern with

technological Obsolescence in our society came to a head -with the launch-

12
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ing of Sputnik. The sUbsequent furor svrroundin?. this blow to national

pride demanded remedial action from the engineering, scientific, and

educational establishments.

Teachers in the United States, already under fire from the

publicity given to the superior educational achievements of the Russian

school-child, were harrassed by the increasing availability of comparative

national test scores pointing out areas of serious weakness in the United

States educational system. The discovery that "Johnny can neither read

nor add" has pushed the local school systems into in-service training

programs and the Federal Government into various legislative Provisions

to help supPort in-service training.

Social workers are being pressed into training programs to cope

with rising costs of welfare services and the constant discovery of the

extent of social ills, such as child abuse and drug addiction.

Other developments -which have stimilat-d concern in some specific

professions include the growing necessity to deal with combuters in business

and librarianship, the need for teachers and librarians to cone with the

audio-visual media, and constant dnanges in laws and regulations which

affect thousands of lawyers and accOuntants.

Although many professions nay discuss the necessity for their

practitioners to "keep up to date", the mcst detailed studies of obsolt2s-

cence and -Its prevention have been conducted in the scientific and tech-

nological fields. A frequently cited study by Steven B. Zelikoff, "The

Obsolescing Ehgineer,"
17
concluded that about 10 Percent of an engineer's

knowledge becomes Obsolete every year. This rate of Obsolescence is also

increasing. yor example, an aeronautical eineer graduating in 1935

was only 25 percent out of date five years later; an aeronautical engineer
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in the class of 1965 became about 50 percent out of date in the same amount

of tiM.e. Zelikoff noted that salaries for engineers have begun to reflect

this trend. los Angeles aerospace .firms, he discovered, Were paying an
-

engineer with 35 years experience less, on the average, than an engineer

with 20 years experience.

Obsolescence and its prevention is one of the major themes of

the report Continuing Education for R&D Careers published by the National

Science Foundation in 1969. Its Perceptive comments seem worth quoting

at length.

Presumably, so long as the growth of scientific know-
ledge and new technology did not startingly challenge
a professional's repertory of skills during the span
of his career, technological obsolescence was commonly
concomitant with aging; and continuing education was
not an urgent matter. Widespread concern with tech-
nological obsolescence stems from the revolution in
science and engineering --particularly in their aca-
demic curric --whica began during and after World
War II. ...

Sometimes undefined, technological Obsolescence in
an individual is generally taken to mean a deficiency
of knowledge such that he approaches problems with
viewpoints, theories, and techniques less effective
than others currently used in his field of specializa-

tion. Several types of obsolescent persons are readily

identified. One is the man who has not kept up with new
knowledge and techniques in his field. His professional
competence ages in the face of scientific and techno-
logical growth, and rP7-es him obsolescent as compared
both to new graduates and to his colleagues Nrho keep up
and who apply new findings. A second type is the indi-
vidual who keeps up with a very narrow segment of his
field (usnnlly by working in it for years), but who
loses contact with broader changes. This second Person
is so 'overspecialized' that he cannot effectively un-
dertake new work in his own or Id closely related fields,
and cannot apply relevant new knowledge from them to his
own particular speciality. A third type is the person
whose career line evolves from one interest to another,
so that he moves away from his original fieJd of training
into another not very closely related one. He is obsoles-
cent in his own speciality because his training is no lon-4er
closely integrated with hiswor.k. It is often more logic

1.1
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than meaningfUl to classify such a person as obsolescent.19

Vhat has been said so far about technological obsolescence
has assumed a context of 'overcoming' individual obsoles-
cence, and indeed much of the literature has this orienta-
tion. However, in addition to\the technological obsoles-
cence of an individual who fails_to use the latest know-
ledge and techniques in his field, there is also emphasis
on Obsolescence of knowledge and techniques themselves.
For example, a few years ago an Often-encountered saying
cited 'the vacuum tlibe specialist in an era of transistors.'
The transistors referred to were soon supplanted by smaller
transistors, and now applications of solid state physics
to printed circuits are sometimes supplanting small tran-
sistors. The use of superconductive materials may soon
bring about still another instance of Obsolescence in some
of these technologies. This view of technological ob-
solescence enphasizes the changes taking place in knowledge
itself as a source of the problems experiences by indivi-
dupls.20

It mould be very usefUl to planners of continuing professional

education programs to know the amount of time which the average profes-

sional would need to devote to continuing education or professional develop-

ment activities in a year. Estimptes have been made for some areas of

professional activity.

On the basis of the figures on participation presented
in this report, the scientist or engineer who makes a
serious effort to prevent obsolescence must anticipate
devoting, on the average, ten hours per eek in work-
related reading and from 40 to 80 hours per year in some
combination of other modes of continuing education.
This is the:best estimate available of that experienced
practitioners working on the frontiers of knowledge are
now doing.21

John L. George and Samuel S. Dubin in Continuing Education Veeds

of Nitura1 Resource Managers and Scientists asked 5,000 natural resource

rPnPgers and scientists throughout the U.S. to indicate their current

education needs.

It was concluded that, merely to stay abreast, they
should spend one day a week or the equivalent in
regularly scheduled study. Training is needed in en-
vironmental management, interrele.ionshims of the
.natural-resource scientist, social scientist, and

15
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planner, pollution and environmental cuality,
ecosystems, pollution biology, Promotion of com-
munity interest2ln natural resources, and long-
range planning.

Technological advances are even affecting the blue collarworker. Ac-

cording to Stanley M. Grabowski, it is now an accepted fact that the

blue collar worker must learn his trade three tines b.:fore retirement.23

Although other professional fields have yet to be investigated,

new studies on the nrevention of professional obsolescence are anpearing

daily and reasonable estimates should soon be available to serve as

goals for professional practitioners.
24

Participation

The extent of narticipation in continuing education activities in

general is increasing. Unfortunately, most studies of continuing education

participation do not emphasize ti:v. type of nrofessional education vith

which this report is concerned. There is verylittle data available on

the activities of professional associations, as comPared to the continuing

education or adult education activities of educational institutions.

There are, however, a few studies which give a nartial nicture.

The best known study of adult education tarticination was done

by John Johnstone and Ramon Rivera for the Na7ional Opinion Research Center

(financed by a grant from the Carnegie Corporation) during 1962 and 1963.25

Liveright in his Study of Adult Education in the United States 1,0s

summarized some of the findings of the massive (624 Page) Johnstone and

Rivera study, Some of the findings are:

Some 24,810,000 adults particinated in adult educatioa
programs during 1962. Participation by socio-economic
group was "lower-lawer" 3%; "woring" 225, "lower-middle"
(clerical) 415, "upner-middle" (nrofessional
managerial) 355 (upner-middle was 235 of sammle).

16



The typical adult education participant in 1962 was
described by Johnstone: He is just as often she; is
typicrOly under forty; has couleted high school or
better; enjoys about average income; works fulltime
ana most often in white-collar occupations; is
typically white and protestankis married and is
a parent; lives in an urbanized area and more likely
in the suburbs than inside the large city; and is
found in all parts of the country bUt more frequently
on the Uest Coast than would be expected by chance.

According to the NORC study the institutions spon-
soring Adult Education were:

Institution 0; of all courses taken

Churches and Synagogues 21
Colleges and Universities 21
Canmupity Organizatio2:.:: 15

Business and Industry
(excloding on-the-job)

12

Elementary andHigh Schools 12
Private Schools 7
Government - all levels 7
Armed Forces

(excluding correspondence)
4

All others 2

Only 17 percent of all adults Participating in adult
education activities expressed interest or took part
in courses offering credit (including certificates of
-achievement or completion). Of these, 8% sought high
school diplomas, 23% sought first-degree college dip-
lomas, 19% worked for higher degrees, and 505 worked
for other kinds of certificates or diplomas.

32% of all courses takdn were vocational in nature or
by rearranging the data, education for occupational,
vocational, and professional competence accounted for
39% of courses taken.

Initial .exposure occured for 2 out of 3 before their
thirtieth birthday. 65% of men and 45% of women took
part in vocational programs as their first adult educa-
tion. activity.

.The context of entry into first course was a job-con-
nected situation for 68% of the men and 40% of the
women.

Obstacles to Participation. were cited as:



financial
busy schedule
lack of 'physical energy

In addition to the NORC stuay there r. 'rya

43%
385
27% 26

smaller studies of state

andlocal participation.. One such stuay was done by David C.

the Oregon State System of Higher Education, 21vision of Continuimg

Education.27 A 20-item questionnaire vas mailed to 1,032 prosnectiTe

continuing education and community service azencies in Oregon. Ma,!or

findings included that: (1) Continuing Education and Comaunity Service

courses and Waled learning opportunities are a 10 million doll=rr.

year activity in Oregon; (2) Agencies are able to recover, on the e7erage,

86% of the cost of their offerings; (3) The esttratec1 average fee fo

enrollment vas about *15.50; (4) The Division of Continilirtz Education

provides the most clockhours of instruction of all 0-regon agencies, and

it serves more older adults than any other agency; (5) Less than 1D%

of the 176 agencies studied concentrate on Providing for blue coll.--
..

workers and the poor; (6) 124 agencies reported that less tl,Pn 9:!, of the

funds they spent in 1969-70 oarne from outsid., -=`1..meiirz sources; (7) aut-

door Recreation and Physical Education, Agricultuze, and Safety and

First Aid. were the most frequent offerings during 1969-70, in that order.

A different view of participation that of the smonsoring isti-

tut1o, is offered in a brief report by the 1:tiversity of British ColuMbia

Extension Department in the "Trading Post" section of Adult Educat4on.

Resmonse to the challenge of keening um-to-date in 'Pro-
fessional fields is reflected in a 96% increase in en-
rollment in professional and technical courses offered
by the University of British Columbia Extension Denart-

.

ment ... in the past two years, 1965-66 to 1967-6a.
Over the two-year period the number of mrofessional
courses offered has risen ftom 85 to 198 (a 133% increase

18



Much of the gain in professional areas in the past
two years is attributable to law and engineering
programs which mere exoanded la 1566-67 with the

appointment of full-time administmtor-mrogrammers
in those areas and to the appointment this year of
a second staff meniber in education extension. Pro-
fessional and technical programs currently offered
by UBC extension include: engineering, law, education,
social -work, agriculture, and fisheries. Mei-Pro-
fessional faculties organize their awn continuing
education prograns commerce and 'business adminis-
tration, medicine, nursing, pharmacy and dentistry.-

A recent attempt to estimate the size of the continoir,0-

education activity in the United States mas prenared by Charles 3.

Wood, Executive Director of AEA for Adult leadership. According to

Wood's findings:

Adults have been going back to school in increasing

nunbers since World War II and the current year,

has seen an acceleration of the trend. Dependi

upon the information source, between 13 and 30

million adults lein be in classrooms during the

present school year. The 13 gigure repre-

sents the official estimate of the U.S. Office of

Education; tbe 30 million rep.f.ésents a "guestimate"

that includes all industrial training and various

kinds of informal education at the community level.

Of the 13 million estimated by USOE to be enrolled

in the more formal kinds of adult education, 27.7
percent participate in public and private school

education; 27.5 percent are enrolled in industry
job-training; 25.2 perbent in university'and college

degree and non-degree programs; 13.4 Percent are
taking courses conducted 'by such community-based
organizations as libraries and museums; eight

percent are enro/led in correspondence courses;
5.8 percent are students in pri7ate tutorials at

various levels; and 10.3 percent are engaged in

other non-defined activities.

The most cannon motivation for the adult to return.

to school remains career advancement, but an increas-
ing number--estimated at a third of the total--

are enrolling for the joy of lea-n-Ing. Vhatever

the motive, the latest figures indicate the gnawing

place of adult education in the American learning

scheme.
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"Today," Dr. George Aker, AEA immediate past
President, has pointed out, "...v.:I....cols for children

are still the najor agencies of eaucation, but
they are not the dominate agencies they once
were."29

These studies of participation in ad-..at and. continuing

education would indicate that more and more Anericans are frequently

participating in educational activities. Althcagh participation

studies generally include some consideration of why participants said

they were attending educational activities, they spend little time

identifying the specific characteristics which aifferentiate these'

abitual learners from less learning-oriened citizens.

It would be most useftl for professions and professional

schools to be able to recruit those individuals who could be relied

upon to continue their professional education. Cyril 0. Houle and

several of las doctoral students seem to have dome most of the avail-
.

able research on this intriguing topic. Houle's The Inquiring Mind

(Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1963).is the classic study

in this area. He attempts to probe the nature, the beliefs, and the

actions of persons who have been identified as partaking of contin./4-ag

education activities to an exceptional degree. His major findir= seems

to be that continuing learners fa/i into three zroups--goall acti7ity,

and learning oriented continuing learners. Various themes emerged fram

interviews -with participants and are discussed at some length--hcne

influences, the influence of libraries and reading; how the person

interviewed believes he is viewed by society; ama the factors which he

, ..... . ... ........
believes led'him to become a continuing learner.

Subsequent atteppts by three of Houle's doctoral students to

develop,theories and obtain empirical infor:monabout tynes of-adult

learners are summarized in The ContinizTrz 1.arner, edited by Dani
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Solomon (Chicago: Center for the Study of tibc:ral Education for Adults,

1964). Although these papers do not have a very precise bearing on

problems of continuing professional education the paper by-Alan M.

Brown, "College Experience and Continuing Education Activity," does

point out the tencency for alumni of highly-rated colleges to participate

in a variety of continuing education activities to a greater degree than

those alumni of "average" colleges--a piece of information which, if

substantiated, might be mprth consideriAg when recruiting nembers for

one's profession.

A.fascinating study along similar lines is The Adult's Learning

Projects, A Fresh Approach to Theory and Practice in. Adult Learning, by

Allen Tough (Research in Education Series No.1 The Ontario Institute

for Studies in Education, 1971). According to a review by Stanley

Grabowski, Director of the ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult Education Tough

report is a synthesis of several studies conducted over the past seven

years dealing with the deliberate learning efforts made by men and women.

It reports on what and why adult,:s learn, how they
learn, what help they obtain, and how muc time
they spend at learning. From the findings of these
studies, the following general picture of adult
learning emerges:

'Almost everyone undel.takes at least one or two
major learning efforts a year; the median is eight
projects,.with some individuals undertaking as wq.ny
as 20 projects a year.

An average individual spends 700 hours a year at
learning projects, but the range varies from zero
to 2509 hours of those reported in this study.

Many learning Projects are initiated for practical
reasons, but some are motivated by curiosity,
interest, enjoyment, as welI as by credit toward
a degree or certificate.

About 70% of all learningprojects are planned by

the learner himself, withsome help fran others.

2 1
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The report encompasses all Of the adult's.learning
projects, regardless of what he is trying io learn,
why, how, and -where; those ins'which the learner
himself does most of the day-to-day planning as
well as classes, conferences, meetings, sensitivity
groups, and discussion groups organized by an'agency,
organization, or club.

A "learning project" is defined as a
v
series of related

episodes, adding up to at least se7en hours, and in
each episode, more than half of the merson's total
motivation is to gain and retain 2ertain fairly clear
knowledge and skill, or to produce some other lasting
change in himself . . .

Most adults are motivated by some fairly immediate
problEm:, task, or decision that demands certain
knowledge and skill. In relatively few learning
projects is the person interested in mastering an
entire body of subject natter. Among the wide range
of knowledge and skill men and -women set out to learn
are the following:

Preparing for an occumation and then keeping up.
Specific tasks and problems on the job.
Learning for home and personal resmonsibilities.
Improving same broad area of competence.
Learning for interest or leisure-.
Curiosity or a question about certain subject matter.

. . The empirical data gathered for this study sua-gest
some practical steps for institutions and instructors;

1. Provide new sorts of help.
2. Help teachers learn.
3. Enphasize the following objecti7es for students;

a. Initiate a learning project when facing a
najor problem, or task, and when exmeriencing
strong puzzlement or curiosity;

b. Realize that 1:arning rrojects are common,
natural, and useful;

c. Become more competent at discovering and sett4.-1c-
personal life goals and learning goals, and
rarsuing them from the raar---"-s- stage through
evaluation.

4. Help the instructor feel equal to the students as
as a person.

5. Increase the student's choice of haw he learns.
6. Increase the student's choice of what he learns.
7. Exmeriment with groum helm for self-mlanned lear
8. Reduce the emphasis for credit.
9. Student should not rely on a single institution for

his education, even within a s;--s-le year.

2 2



. . Among his many s.,1ggestions for further research,
these seem to be the most demanding: more complete
picture of why people learn; oudy the help learners
mant and need in setting action and learning goals;
how to help adults become more competent at choosing
a Planner for each learning prOkact, and mhich types
of resources are especially co6mm-n and useful in
self-planned learning projects.'

It mpuld appear that Tough's study is going to oe required reading for

program designers in continuing education for sc.-me time to come.

Motivation

From participation studies and from T3ug..2. s report me gain same

insight into who studies and how they organize their study. There are

relatively few studies mithin various Professions mbich indicate exactly

what motivates professionals to engage in continuing education activities.

Continuing Education for R&D Careers contains a nuMber of findings -which

might apply to other professions to some degree:

R&D scientists and engineers see continuing education
as a complex and dynamic process oriented toward
positive goals and functions. Generally speaking,
these goals are: 1) Keeping 1110 t3 aate with the
state of the art in their awn field or fields of work
in which they expect to be cLmpetent . . 2) Keeping
up to date mith allied and adjacent fields mhich
impinge on, or relate to, their own fields of compe-
tence or which bear directly on their work. 3) Accuir-
ing mhatever knowledge they need in order to continue
working in their fields of speciali7otion or assigrr-lent;
mhether this is nev knowledge or not is irrelivant to
the need for it; pertinence is mtaT, natters.'"

With reference to employer policy, over one-third of
the scientists and one-fourth of the engineers say
it has strongly encouraged them in their continuing
education. Just under one-fourth of the scientists and
over over one-third of the engineers say employer policy
has had no effect on their continuing .-ducation. The
remainder say it has partially influenced them. The
men mho cite employer pOlicy as Pcsitive--either'
strongly or partially encouraging them--cite specific

2 3
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assistances they have received: tuition refunds,
opportunities to attend short courses, meetings,
and the chance to pursue reading on the job, and
the like. They perceive employer policy as having
benefits for them but benefits that are not explicit
goads so much as instruments facilitating their
study and learning objectives.32

Joseph T. Sneed has done an economic analysis of continuing

education in the professions vhich points out the economic factors

which inhibit parUcipation by professionals. According to Sneed,

"the professional vho asserts he has no time' for continuing education

is saying that attendance incurs costs greater than any perceived. bene-rits.'33

The key to increasing participationcin continuing education is to make the

benefits as immediate and palpable as possible, while decreasing the cost.

It is important in this context torenember that beyond the direct cost of

attendance are the opportunity costs such as foregone earnings or leisure.

One way of reducing the cost of foregone leisure is to locate programs

in areas abounding in recreational facilities: Another method of cost

reduction is to design the activities to assure that the out-of-rocket

costs will be deduCtible for income tax purposes.

Nethods of benefit augmentation are more difficUlt to manage.

It goes without saying that all programs should possess a minim= level

of quality and meet a real need of.the profession to vhich they are directed.

Beyond that, "What is needed is an educational process that demonstrates
,

to almost all participants that their participation improves both their

self-esteem and confidence as well as their income-earning caracity."34

Although it is relatively easy to plan programs vhich increase confidence

and improve proficiency, it is often very difficult to demonstrate that

these programs result in income gains. One vay of coping vith this problem-
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is to provide that nonparticipation will result in an income loss.

Sneed suggests that medicine has moved ahead of all other fields in the

provision of continuing education because it s Provided denial of

hospital privileges, exclusion from redical societies loss of speciality

certification or licenses, and malpractice suits as Possible outcomes

. of nonparticipation.

If in fact the prospect of increased income, or the
avoidance of an income decline, and strong peer
pressure are the elements that will tip the practi-
tioner's cost-benefit analysis toward Participation,
and it seems highly likely that they do, the problem
is simply how this set of circumstances is to be
brought about. A very good guess is that it can
only be done as a result of intense Pressure front
within a profession and external Pressure in the
form of either vulnerability to malpractice claims
or legislative or administrative ccmmands that make
participation economically expedient.35

The two goads of peer pressure and threat of income loss are

being institutionalized by various professions in the form of comPulsory

continuing professional education. Instead of 4esiEr5n's prograns to

take advantage of motivatiorn1 factors such as personal learning objectives,

individual cost-benefit calculations, employer Policies or professional

pride, some professions are simply declaring that participation should be

compulsory in order to maintain certification or licensure.

There are a surprising number of professions already involved

in various forms of mandatory continuing education. Judges in New York

City must take a two-week training course when they are elected to courts

- '

of general jurisdiction. Most school teachers have to enroll in Post-

graduate courses if they wish to raise their salaries or maintain their

credentials. Many employers in businesses demand course enrollment as

2 5
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a prerequisite to proMotion. Mandatory continuing education.for the
,

relicensure of nurses is already a law in California. Most state

licensing boards for nursing home administrators now require continuing

education participation, and the American Institute of CPA's recently

approved a resolution recommending, that the states.adopt a continuing

education requirement in order for CPA's to continue to practice public

accounting.

Continuing education requirements for various social or citizen-

ship roles are also proliferating. For example, it is common Practice

to require recipients of welfare to take job training, parents of juvenile

deliquents to attend educational sessions at family service agencies, or

deliquent drivers to take driver training courses.36

This trend toward compulsory continuing education is disturbing

to many adult educators since the voluntary nature of participation has

long been an established feature of adult and continuing education. There

is same sentiment that the idea of "lifelong learning" has become a popP1Pr

cliche and the concept is growing in power due to social pressure rather

than actual need.37

One adult educator has suggested that at this rate the citizen

of the future wil7 never be able to escape going to schoolfrom the

"infant school" at the age of six months to the "geriatric learning 'center"

38in whiCh he dies.

As continuing education for professional roles becomes mandatory,

one thing is certain.the problems of plaxming meaningful educational

experiences will become much more acute.

26
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Local or State governmental bodies take it umon
themselves to nandate certain course recuirements,
but the required courses are not always as help-
fUl as they could 'be in updating knowledge . . .

At this moment, because of lack of financial
incentives to institutions, it is hard for nany
parts of our population to find general adult
education programs in their awn community, no
matter how highly motivated they are to coBtinue
their personal education or their career.5'

When continuing education becomes compulsory, then the Provision of

courses in sufficient quantity and variety is necessary to nake the

- existence of the requirement anything more than a farce. Creating a

quantity and variety of courses of any quality is a significant problem

for a profession the size of accounting (in which four of the larger

associations total over 177,500 members). It would seem to be almost

an impossible problem for a small, highly specialized Professional area

of activity.

Even if quality, quantity, and variety of course offerings is

assured, there remains the enormous problem of who is gotng to admz_nist°r

these requirements. The American Hospital Association has warned that

"shortage of funds, understaffing, and lack of conetent staff at the

present time make it difficult for most licensing boards to do even a

fair job on basic licensure.
,40 In a survey of state licensing 'boards

for nursing home. administrators, Aa.found that there was a very uneven

application of the relicensure and continuing education sections of the

laws.

Some state boards require.that the education courses
come from a program offered by a Professional
association or a college within that state alone.
Other state boards approve courses that are sUb-
nitted to them prior to the:time of otTering, pro-
vided there is sufficient supporting evidence of

2 7
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benefit to nursing home personnel. The long-
range trend..seems to be toward credit courses and
away from short Courses,:inhouse prozrams or
planned independent Study. :Formai credited courses
are more easily approved by a board bUt not:nebeS-
sarily more effective'.41

E. Martin Egelston oi the AHA Bureau of Manpower an.a Education suggests

that since improved on-the-job performance is t6 true objective, profi-

ciency examinations would be far more suitable as a measure of performance

than attempting to evaluate records of continuing education particimation.42

Sponsorship

The studies of participation in conti=ing education discussed

above found that adults tarn to a variety of institutions to fill their

,educational needs. One of the most difficult Problems a person encounters

In furthering his education is identifying the 7arious institutions offer-

ing relevant programs and determining which of these programs are the type

in which he is interested. 'In order to unders-tand more about the place of

these continuing education programs within our c7erall educational system

we will examine some of the current sPonsors of continuing education.

One way to examine the relationship between the various sPonsors

of continuing professional education p.rograms is to Place them within the

analytical system proposed by Paul:L. Essert and aaloh B. Spence in their

article "Continuous, Learning Through the Educati7e Community: An Eznlcra-

tion of the Family-Educational, the Sequential-U.nit, and the Complementary-

FUnctional Systems."43 Essert and Spence have proPósed that the educational

activities of a community consist. of three basic systems. The family-

educational system is Primnrily impoYtant for childhood education, although
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it has some influence in the areas of motivation and finance on the

ability and inclination of an adult to continue his education.

The sequential-unit system is characterized by gradual stens,

graded units, or levels leading toward higher or more complex levels,

usually measured in terms of grades or units completed. Elementary and

secondary schools, colleges, universities graduate schools and some

miscellaneous schools fall into this sygtem.

The complementary-functional system is primPrily concerned with

providing systematic learning to

meet 'a particular operational problem of life,
not learned or inadequately learned in the

. .

family or the sequential-unit system. It is
complementary therefore, in two respects: it
supplies that learning which is required to
meet a deficiency of learning in other systems
and it adds to or enhances the maturing potential
of the learper in ways the other two systems
cannot do."

Included in this system aremembership educational programs (religious,

civic, professional, etc.), community service programs (including

university extension), and in-service or on-the-job education.

There are various kinds of over-lap between these systems.

For example, the extra-curricular activities of.schools and colleges

have elements of the complementary7functional system for adults. On

the other hand,

most of the remedial aspects of the complementary-
functional system at the adult level, such as .

evening elementary schools, evening high schools
and evening colleges are adaptations of the
sequential-unit synem.to the complementary-
fUnctional system."--}
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In an ideal commnity each of these three systems would operate

with full recognition of the nature and functj.on of the others to provide

opportunities for anyone to learn whatever he\needs to learn, whenever he

needs to learn it. It is important that new educational activities be

designed to promote the coordination of these three'systems in the educative

community, not merely to increase the diversity and confusion.

University-based Professional Schools

For individuals interested in continuing professional education

the most important institution in the sequential-unit system is the

university-based professional school. Thera are three basic reasons for

this importance: 1) the university selects and prepares the professional-

to-be, 2) the university controls the process of advanced-degree seeking,.

and 3) the university is an occasional sponsor of continuing professional

education learning experiences.

Me have already discussed some of the major criticisms of current

trends in professional education. Critics of the professional schools

point out that many, if not most, of the university-professional schools

do not even pretend to further the cause of continuing education in their

Professions. Professional leaders charge that the professional schools

have failed on three counts: 1) the professional schools do not search

out and give preference to "inquiring minds" or potential "continuous

learners" in selecting entrants into the professions; 2) the schools

generally do not successfUlly inspire the professional-to-be with a thirst

for life-long learning nor equip him with the intellectual skills to Pursue

his continuing professional education; and 3) most professional schools do

3 0
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not take any responsibility for providing a consistent -Program of contin-

uing Professional education; even for their alumni.

In defense of the professional schools it can be Sairl that

identifying "inquiring minds" and inspiring a thirst for life-long

learning are two very complex tasks--which even educational expe.rts do

not fully understand. But why do the professional schools avoid c.reeting

continuing education programs for their professions? This is a tanio

on which there is much speculation, most of which revolves arol:lad the

inhospitable nature of the university environment.

The reason most often given for the absence of contialling

cation program planning in the university is a general lack of financial

support. For example, in a study of the continuirc- engineering ed-acation

programs of twenty-four universities, the twelve found to be "inacti7en

cited limited financial resources as a primary reason for their lad?; of

Participation.46 This finding is typical of mkny professional schools,

mbich argue that they must continue to allocate their scarce resolarces

to the Performance of their traditional tasks. In the opinion of Josemh T.

Sneed, the professional schools simply do not perceive that th..re is either

1) a substantial unfilled demand for dontiaming education or 2) a reason--

ably certain source of funds to defray ths costs of such increas_d

Sneed's economic analysis of the pros-sects for develoPment of

university-based continuing education in the professions concluded that:

Only a very substantial increase in the demands -for
continuing education and the atPearance of sourc==.s
of funds sufficiently ample to eliminate the riak
of dilution of traditional academic functions

31
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do the job. At that point, and only at that point,
universities mill be confrontad sqllarely with the
problem of their responsibilities to continuing
education unencumbered by concerns for the neglect

47of their traditional responsibilities.

He feels that it is the responsibility of the Proferssions to demonstrate

the already existing demand for continuing professional education and

take further steps to increase it. The university professional schools

mill then have no excuse for not confronting their continuing education

responsibilities,

That a lack of financial resources is a serious problem in

undertaking a program of continuing education seems to be contradicted

by the experience of university c.:1rdension divisions. Milton ,Stern points

out that there has Ectually beten a nmilk-cow" tradition in high,...,r continuing

education. 48 In public institutions extension programs are exptected to

provide a high level of self-support and In private institutions they

are asked frequently to show significant surpluses over direct costs.

In an informal survey Stern found that although some attempt is remorted

by some universities to maintain lower fees for non-credit courdes, espe-

cially in the humanities, courses clearly geared to job improvement and

professional advancement are usually offered at the maximum rate "the

traffic vill bear."

One unfortunate effect that this pressure to make money or at

least to break even has had:on program planning has been to.inhibit

attempts to expand informal and liberal educatic:kprograms for adults

49
in favor of courses planned to attract large audiences..

It seems that although university sources of support may 'he
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grudging, tuition income can often provide adec-.:ate financingespecially

since the cost to the individual is often underwritten in part or camoletely

bY the employer.

It yould seam that the underlying reason universities avoid

involvement in continuing education is that uniTersity faculty and aamin-

istration generally do not view continuing education as a legitimate Pre-

occupation of the university. It has teen suggested that this is because

university adult education "was born at a poor time when the parent institu-

tions were too rigid to accept it."50 It is ircnic to note that aa

nation of the university as an emerging institution in the llth to 15th

centuries points 1-1P the fact "that at its begin:2=g, the university was

primarily an action program in adult and continuin:r education, the first

students being mature people in search of knowleage to develop solutions

to social prob3ems."51 What happened in the intervening centuries to

change the university's view.of the education of aiults is an interesting

problem for historians of higher education.

For whatever historical reasons higher adult education today

has become a separate but not equal part of most universities.; It is

regarded by-many as a marginal enterprise, not related to what most uni-

versities see as their major role. According to some faculty members,

"the education of adults is a necessary hindrance and resu/ts in running

a class "A" division days and a class "B" division at night."52 As a

result, "NanY daY college deans and faculties lock -fi:Lth jaundiced eyes

upon any project which would take the institution out of its customary

role of providing education opportunities-for a select few-within certain

age groups.
153
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Although much has been written about the low regard for adult

education activities little hard fact is known. One of the few available

studies of this phenomenon is an investigation^of faculty perceptions of

continuing education at Syracuse University. Although this study was

limited to sampling faculty opinions of the University

Syracuse continuing education unit, It Points out SeVeral reasons

_

the poor image of higher adult education generally..

One barrier to More complete acceptance Of Continuing

by the faculty at Syracu04 Is Nhe Persistence of the not,i6n thatrcontinUing

education's most important goal is pUblic relations for the paren-tinstitU-

54tion. n Another barrier is the conception OfadUlt education generally

as primarily remedial or avocational, which led faculty "outside the

field to believe that education for adults even at universities was a

superficial process."55 This view is perpetuated by. some universities

which continue to engage in this type of programmin . In addition, many

faculty members still underestimate the ability of adults to learn.

Despite numerous investigations proving the adult's
learning ability is at least equal to his youthful
counterpart, the feeling.exists that the adult is
not as capable. Same instructors consequently water
down subject matter in their adult credit courses,
resulting in less thah adequate achievement. Then,
when comparisons of achievement are examined, the
adult nay end up at t4le unfavorable side compared
to .younger students.5°

University faculty members tend not to be impressed with the

opportunities which continuing education programs offer to deal with the

needs of contemporary society. This is not surprising since community

service generally has not been a major objective of university Programs.
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Where faculty have not been overtly hostile, they
tend en masse to be indifferent . . . :n their
attitudes toward community Prdblers, rost scholars,
even in the social and behavioral saience, are like
most physicians these days--theyion't rake house
calls . 57

-

Milton Stern attributes this hostility or indifference to

public service programming to the inability of the faculty to recognize

that there is any inherent value in PrograrrirE devards rapid

adaptability to the changing social scene. Its Tolatility is too greaz

a contrast to the relatively more permanent asneats of graduate and unaer-

graduate curricula. The emphasis within the uni7ersity has been to iden-

tify and teach the "core" of the disciplines ana the professions. Since

"the university tends to see itself as sub specie aezernitatis,n58 iz

simply does not cope willingly with stibject

rapid change.

Stern suggests that administrators who are seeking to develop

organizational means to meet the university's social responsibilitis

give first priority to a program of continuing eiucation for university

faculties!

It is interesting to note thit the Syrsause study of faculty

attitudes toward continuing educatipn found that faculty members in the

professional schools held a significantly 'higher =anion of the excell....,ae

of continuing education programs, purposes, and instruction. The author

attributes this favorable attitude to the "orazmatic orientation" o_

the professional schools.

By the nature of the nurmoses of Professional Schools,
which is to prepare People for positions or
vocations, it may well 'be that corzinuing education
(which is yragmatically based) wouli receive ereater
support from individuals with orientation.59
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Regative.attitudes of faculty meMbers are reinforded by the

Current system of :rewards in academic circlseg'. It has been reported.

frequently that there is a nearIyuniversal 4sence of'rewards and in-

.

centives for faculty meMbers devoting time toccntinuing education. .

istraditional for facultymeMbers to'be paid less' Money for teaching

the same course in the evening than they receive in the daytime. This

evening work also tends to take valuable time a.:4ay fraa research activities

and to infringe on leisure pursuits. Since the major rewards of Promotion

and status are dependent upon teaching in degree-granting programs ani_

publishing research studies, it is understandable that it is difficult

for faculty members to develop a more positive attitude toward partici-

pating in continuing education.
A, 4

The current structural pattern of the -.:niversity also contrib-

utes to the law status of continuing education within the university ccm-

munity. Until recently most efforts in continuing education have "cean

conducted haphazardly through extension and various ad hoc agencies.

According to Milton R. Stern:

The great issue of tlie seventies for the universities
is haw to organize themselves, in cooperation with
other social institutions, to deal -4ith the imperative
demands of contemporary society . . The fact is that
a comtemporary structural model for the interests
represented by the rubrics of contin,riro- education
and community development has not yet been succes-
fully established. American higher education alleg-
edly pragmatic to its bones, has ro developed a
workable institutional arrange- ent.ol

In order to gain a greater degree of acceptance within the

structural pattern of the university;
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some deans and directors of ad--at education
react defensively by taking steos to reduce the

gaP. This is usually accomplished lv duplicating
the activities of the parent institttion. EXPeri-
mentation, innovation, and revolutionary goals are
thus abandoned in favor of more conventional patterns
to gain respectability and status. Gaining accept-
ance usually means returning to, cr concentrating
on, rigid credit programs which tend to 'be Prized
and considpred the basis of quality or sound
standards.°2

The most successful continuing educatinn progrpng have been

undertaken where administrative attitudes have been more flexible and

permissive, if not exactly supportive.63 In most cases this tolerance

has been due to the peripherality of the continuing education programs,

but it has 'meant a greater freedom for innovation and experimentation

than is generally permitted in the more traditionally accepted or more

highly structured divisions of the university. As a result of innovation

and experimentation, extension divisions have almost ceased to be mart

of the sequential-unit system, and have become the backbone of the ccm-

plementary-fUnctional educational system.

In 1969-70, when the "student revolt" In the universities

errupted, terms used by students to describe the universities typically

included "irrelevant courses," "stagnant faculty," "mleaningless grades,"

"phony degrees," and "anemic curriCula." At a meeti.icr of the National

Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges in 1971

*Phillip E. Frandson of the University Extension :ivision of UCLA., pointed

out that universities whose Programs were under attack might consider

copying many of the successfUl practices of their extension divisions.

Frandson argued that emulating the methods of their exte-,sior,
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divisions would change most universities in the following ways: 1) the

role of the student would be more active (student would decide when, haw,

and what he would study), 2) the role of the faculty would be altered

(must be better equipped to assist methodologically in the learning

process, be 7gart of a learning team, rate courses on the basis of the

number of students voluntarily enrolling), 3)-there would be greater

involvement in the planning of curriculum and courses of non-university

professionals--those already engaged in careers in the field for which

the enrolling students are seeldng Imowledge, 4) the "tyranny of grades"

would end; other goals for study, liberated forms of degrees, and certif-

icates ould be developed, 5) the emphasis on "research and specialization"

in the under-graduate program would decrease, 6) more media/c L,...unications

technology-would be utilized, 7) more opportunities for lower economic .

and educational_groups to have more education would be provided 8) more

problem-solving, community development and public service activities

undertaken,.and.() most students in the future would become

"part-tim°."64

As for the future of Extension Divisions themselves, Milton

Stern has predictea that: 1) within the next twenty years or so, the

Extension Divisions will turn over to the established units of the uni-

versity.the part-time credit, extended university, and open-university

activities; 2) continuing professional education will continue to expand

its development as a major line oi Extension work; 3) there will be an

extension of general cultural education; and 4) compulsory adult educa-

tion will develop and extend. In the future, Stern feels that the vhole
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University mill be involved in creating post-profesSional, post-degree

continuing education for mature megand womenresuming an activity

65which has its roots in the origin of the university.

Some such changes in universities alrsany,account for the

development of several innovative Programs of prsfessional continuiL,g

education. For example, the University of Southern California Yas devel-

oped the Intensive Semester format (for public e-Imiristration courses)

vhich provides an opportunity for studY Without long Periods away from

the job.

Students enrolling in these courses are required to
do six meeks of studying and readin.z in advance.,
Books, periodicals and other reading' materials are
sent to the student. These constitute the course
reading and complete coverage Of the reading is
expected before the student comes to class. Classes
are then held for a solid meek. From one Saturday
morning through the next Saturday r.f...-zht at least'
4o hours of classwork is scheduled. Sessions are
held mornings, afternoons and some evenings; During
the first meeting Of the class, an examination.is given
covering the reading assignments which were completed
PriOr'to coming to the campus. Students vho do not
pass this test lose their place in the class and
"fail" the course. At the end of the intensive meek
students are assigned.a term paper or research pro-
ject -which must be completed within six meeks of the
end of cIassroom:mork. A final class convening is
held at the end of that time for discussion of papers
and final evaluation of course accomplishments. Th'.s

session usually runs about ten hours.°°

A somewhat similar program for "mid-career" _ducation

Oklahoma Advanced Plan, designed to fill the needs of military or civil

service personnel stationed anywhere in the morli. All requirements

for degrees can be filled through 1) one week =ntensive Study Sessions

(either at the Norman Campus or anywhere around the world), 2) Directed

Readings, and 3) a Research Paper. Norman campus degrees such as the
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MA in Public Administration, MA in Economics*2.3A, and MA in Educauion

can be obtained in this fashion.
67

\
Finally, the University Without Wa11 '6\concept may have a great

affect on the form of continuing Professional education in the future.

In a summary of the implications of the "open university"/"external

degree" projects underway in this country, John 5. DeRolf calls it

"an idea mhose time has come. .68

The significance for those in continuing education-
extension of this major development in higher educa-
tion is vast. The open university concept could be
the culmination of nearly all our off-campus credit
activities. It incorporates much of the service .

function of the university and has caPtured the
imagination of the many who see a 4,..ange in current
university structure as 1iiperative.u9

This concept deserves a great deal more study to determine its use-Pul-

ness as a delivery mechanism for continuing Professional education.

One may in which some university-based professional schools

have been involved in continuing professional education programming is

through cooperative efforts between the university and another sponsor-

ing institution. This is particularly true in the field of engineer4-=

mhere there are many e.ples of collaboration between the university-

based professional schools and the-employing cor-Joration. In the study

Continuing Education for R&D Careers, surveyors found that there were

certain prereouisites required by the professional schools before tliey

agreed to collaboration.

In general, universities regard four conditions as
essential to developing collaborative continuing
education efforts with employers.
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These are:

1) Adequate financing, generally ty the employer,
but possibly also from tuition, fe=iations, and
government agencies.
2) Academic mnrit, involving a learning exuerience
'which faculty regard as worthwhile for the student
and which results in benefits to his emnloyer
through his increased competence on the job.
3) Mutual benefit to the faculty by being an exue-
rience consistent with their image as educators,
by providing them with a worthwhile exuerience;
they must also have the freedom to nremare and
present themselves and their material in a way
consistent with their standards and 7alues.
4) Adequate staffing with persons who, in the
opinion of the university faculty, are Qualified
to teach continuing education courses, but thse
people need not all be university-connecte1/4 ple
providing credit is not involved.73

Vajor difficulties in developing collaborative urograms reuort-

edly occur because of differences in point of view over selecting students

and because the Rinds, ouality, and intensity of continuing education

efforts are not agreed upon. Both "active" and -inactive" schools -enorted

that they had experienced considerable frustrati:n and disappointment in

past experience with off-campus teaching, both credit and non-credit.

Probably as a result, most currently reported collaborative programs

seeE to pertain to traditional degree-seeking ac:ivities in which

understanatng is usually experienced because both sides have the same

expectations of these programs. Non-degree continuing education acti7ities

seem to be limited to on-camuus, non-credit prozrams which avoid the

issues of credits and standards.71

Despite these barriers to initiating collaborative urograms,

this form of cooperation between the seauential-unit system and t^

complementary-fUnctional educational systenwould seem to have great
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voctential. Examples of collaboration betteen professional associations

and university professional schools are appearing. For example, the

American Society of Association Executives has been cooperating with

Florida Atlantic University since 1969 on a graduate degree program for

Association Executives; The program involves various forms of organized

study over a three-year period without requiring the association executive

to be away from his office for more than two weeks at a time.
72

This type

of cooperation has the advantage of requiring less adaptation of the

requirements of the university to meet the needs of the profession. It

should be explored more fu1Iy.

Corl,runity Colleges

Although the university-professional school has been, and will

prObably remain, the single most important institution for professional

education, the rapidly expanding community colleges are challenging the

university's overall dominance of the post-secondary educational scene.

Cammunity colleges every year are enrolling increaiing nudbers of fresh-

man andsophomore credit students. Evening undergraduate extension

programs are steadily losing students to community colleges, and some

experts are suggesting that the coaimunity college is the most fertile

field for the development of continuing education of all kinds.

The development of community colleges in the United.States

is just part of a world-wide movement toward new forms of education

beyond the secOndary level. In 1971, the OECD reported that ithPd

received information on the development i some thirty-eight countries

of postsecondary, tertiary, short-cycle or recurrent educational Programs.
4
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As these various institutions find their pla'be within the communities,

their relationship to pre-existing instituti9s must be clarified. As

one exmert Points out, "there are choices to be made:"

,

1) Will the college be Primarily i stage in the
process of higher education?
2) Will the college be a clear alternative (to the
university) with its cm continuing education?
3) Will the college focus its attention on the
community or region, becoming part of a system of
tertiary education with such other elements as
university, industry, school boards, museums,
libraries, and broadcasting?
4) Will the college become the chief insitution for
the preparation and continuing eduoation of the
maraprofessional plus some general education?
5) Will the college become the major institution
for higher vocational education of all kinds,
including the professional schoo1s:73

In the United States community colleges have always had a

"cafeteria" approach to course development, basea.on merceptions of

community need and support fOr various subject areas. Now they are

recOgnizing the importance of co.Juunity-service vocational courses ana

integrating these into their total course offerinucs. In addition, many

co/leges are changing the structure of their organization to facili":ate

the enrollment of part-time working students. A. excellent eicamole of

this new approach to continuing echication are the community colleges of

British Columbia, where continuing education is seen as one-third of the

total program.

The first of the British Columbia collages was Selkirk Collage,

opened in 1966.- According to reports, Selkirk College has integ,-ate^

continuing education into its total mrogram--there is no separate -orcz-=-

for adults. There is also no separate budget provided for continuing
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education. Each department includes continuing education expenses in

regular budgetary request, mith continuing education given eoual status

in regard to availability of funds. There is a director of nontinlang

education who has surveyed the cc:ma:nit, to determine areas of need.

He assists each faculty member to develop his own Program of contiinz

education. It is specified that Participation in continuing education is

one means of judging a faculty member's readiness for promotion. To

facilitate attendance by all members of the ccu.ity, the normal school

day runs from 8:30 am to 10 pm.
74

Although there is currently a tendency for colleges and university

extension divisions to attempt to establish parallel and competitive programs,

some adult educators believe that the need for continuing Professional edu-

cation is sufficiently great for a successful Partnership to be created.

Jean M. Arnold and Max Robert Otte Point out that "joint planning and

cooperative offerings of courses should Provide a more secure foundation

for the future of continuing education Programs."

Community colleges and universities caa help each
other considerably when their respective strengths
and distinctive characteristics are viewed as
complementary rather than comPetitive. The areas
of uniqueness as identified in the literature
include:

Community Colleges
1. Accessibility for camaunity residents
2. Knowledge of community needs
3. Teaching orientation
4. Preparer of para-Professiona1s
5. Community services--a major purpose and function

Universities
1. Well-structured and staffed extension divisions
2. Accessibility to theory builders
3. Subject natter comPetence

Preparer of professionals
75

5. Continuing education expertise
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Otte and Arnold feel that organizations of adult educators

from local institutions should be created to -promote systematic plan-

ning so that each respective community college or university offers

those programs vhich they are most capable of developing, staffing,

supporting, and sustaining. If such local groups of adult educators

could be formed, it vould be extremely desirable to include as well
.

continuing education personnel representing various agencies in the

complementary-functional system. The creation of such local councils

of adult educators would be a major step in the achievement of the educe-

tive community.

Proprietary Schools

In an intermediate position, between the sequential-unit and

complementary-functional systems, are the proprietary schools. These

Profit-raiting enterprises are often similar in structure to the institu-

tions in the sequential-unit system, but their function in the communitY

is to fil1 needs for vocational training not met by the non-urofit public

and private colleges and universities.. For same vocations these schools

are the only source of training; for others, they provide a concise job-

oriented vocational training free from the general educational and cultural

course 'recuirements usually attached to a college degree.

The survival and success of a proprietary school deuends on

its flexibility. As a profit--rPldng enterprise it must have an acute

sensitivity to the needs of adults for a variety of training omportunities,

and the ability to respond to these needs as soon as they-are identified.

According to recent accounts, yroprietary schools are currently being
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76hartered by the dozens, however, the few,stati,.'Lics available are

conflicting and difficult to interpret. The major vork on the suliz:ec7.,

Classrooms on Main Street by H.F. Clark and HA:-Sloan (rew York: C:1=-..-1.ia

University, 1966), provides an interesting description of their prozrams.

Corporations

Of perhaps more significance for professional-level practiti=nezs

are a group of corporate giants which have moved into the educational

market place in the last decade. They are providing distinctly comPle-

mentary-functional services in "manufacturing educational materials and

equipment, managing adult education programs, conducting research and

providing direct instruction to adults."77 Among the active Organizati=s

listed by various authors are: Xerox, Time, General Electric, IBM, aayt'neon,

RCA, CBS, Minnesota Mining and NaAufacturing, Litton, Lear-Sigler, -,;est-

inghouse, Crowell-Collier-Macmillan, LTV Aerospace, ITT, and others--

"with the financial resources to make the total budget of the UniversitT

78
of California seem small by comparison. , Unlike the universities, the5e

corporations seem to be convinced that.there is a continuing education

market of considerable size and profitability.

Business and Industry

. In the camplementary-fbnctional educational system, busineLs

and industry play a major role. For many professionals worlring inde=en-

dently or as employees of small organizations, involvement in continuinz

education continues to be a personal matter, but professionals in larrer

organizations are being provided an increasing variety of opporbunities

by their employers. In the late 1950s and the early 1960's it 1.;as
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actually common for employers to recruit prelfessionals, particularly

engineers, by offering a variety of fringe

em education.phasis on continuing

Some exPerts

79

have suggested that

berrfits, with particular

businesd and industry are

probably the largest single source of continuing education and training

in our society. Unfortunately, there are no reliable estimates of

. programs, enrollments, or industry outlays to prrve this point. Statistics

on continuing education in business and industry are almost impossible to

find and the validity of those available has been questioned. Apuarently

there is no central source of such information. No governmental agency

attempts to collect statistics on contirminz education in business and

industry, many companies have not been anxious to publicize their oWn

statistics, and independent soUrces of statistical information seem

equally unaVai lable. After'attempting to locate data for his stutT of

. adult education in the United States, A.A. Liveright concluded:

Investigations made in connection with this study
provided added evidence that no statistics are
collected by nongovernmental organizations. The

. U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the American Management
Association, the National Industrial Conference
Board, and similar organizations mere requested
to furnish dataa NO:comprehensive studies or data
were available.°O

The collection of such statistics would be a.difficult, if not

impossible, task for any agency. One problem is the lack of definition

of terms--not all those engaged in training activities would be aware,

or wou/d agree, that they are functioning in the field of continuing

education. Another difficulty arises from the fact that some activities

such as on-the-job training, do not readily lend themselves to data
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gathering.81 Finally, many companies apparently keep feu

:of the educational activities of,their employees,

in emoloyer-soonsored programs.

The Primary source of information on trainihg and cOntinuing:

education in business and.industry is a bodkiDY'R'.

Classrooms in the Factories (New- York, Faileigh pickinton Universityi:'

Institute of Research, 1958). The findings of Clark andSloan Were':

summarized by A.A. Liveright as the best available

In general, Clark and Sloan found that most large industrial

coroorations and retail establishments carried on edimational dctivities

- but that such programs diminished as establishments became smaller.

They report that of the 582 largest corpbrations:
Between 61.4 and 89.0 per cent offer educational
activities of same kind. Between 41.0 and 70.5
per cent offer programs within the jurisdiction of
the corporatron and outside, and between 17.4 and
46.8 per cent offer these activities only within
the jurisdiction of the corporation. Between 58.4
and 100 per cent offer some kind of educational

oPPortunity. Between 58.5 and 87.9 per cent use
their own personnel as part-or full-time teachers,
while between 29.0 and 58 9 per cent employ college
professors or other outsitLe 8pecialists. In re-
tailing, they report: of 36 of the largest retail
establishments repRrting, only 3 reported no educa-
tional activities.°2;

A =ore recent estimate of activitiy made by Paul Sheets concludes:

The growth of company schools (with a projected
increase from 7.2 will-ion participants in 1965
to 17.5 million in 1974) suggests that business
and industrx consider adult eduation a sound
Investment.°3

Training in business and industry has focused basically on two

groups. Etployees are the primary target, although-with the rapid advance
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of technology, training programs have expandea to serve the customers

and client systems of the business or industrisal organization. Further-

more, since 1960, "there has been a growing trend for business and indus-

try to become involved in the social scene andOle 'now see companies

84engaged in training persons mho are neither employees nor customers.

There are many possible ModeS of Continuing'education which an:

-employer can utilize in programs for emmloyees.

research and development laboratories, investigators identified basically

six different modes mhich are probably typical of most indstrial situations.

Employer programs of continuing education consist'
essentially of various cordbinations of six different
modes of dontinuing edmcation. On,the whole, most
managements make use of three modes: university
credit courses for mhich tuition is refunded; attend-
anceat professional meetings for which expenses are
paid (and time off is given); and regular series of
in-lab lectures and serqrs. There is greater
variation froWlaboratory to laboratory in sponsor-
ship of the other three modes: in-lab, non-credit
courses taught by laboratory personnel; outside
short intensive courses; and sabbatical leaves Nadth
pay. There is also a library in each of the 17,
laboratories which is an important resource both in
its housing of the literature and in its provision
of services to researc1ers.°5

In addition to these six emmloyer7sponsored modes ofHoontinuing

-

education there are tIlree self-teachirs modes which are largely controlled

by employer policy. These include: reading the scientific and technical

literature, participating in grass roots seminars, and teaching.

Two large companies mith notable continuing education programs

for their employees are Eastman Kodak Company and Westinghouse Electric

Company.
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Westinghouse Electric Corporation offers
support for graduate study for its employees in
ten different geographical areas of the United
States and in conjunction with more than 25
.universities. Two of the major Programs are the
Graduate Study Program, which leads to a master's
degree or a doctorate in a variety of fields, and
the Business and Eanagement Program, which is a
certificate program rather than a degree Program.
These programs were initiated in 1927, and by
1969, 1,401 employees participating in the Graduate
Study Program had received advanced degrees in a
wide variety of fields.

. . the Eastman Kodak Company has been providing
such a refund program for out-of-house education
programs since 1916. In the academic year 1967-
69 the company 2rovided tuition refunds to 4,300
employees. An employee at Eastman Kodak can alsor
receive an academic assicnment for advanced study--
that is, the employee can enroll in a formal pro-
gram of 12 months of study at a recognized institu-
tion and remain on full salary. 86

There are two major prdblems in the system of providing conti=ing

professional education through the business or industrial employer-1) a

lack of systematic organization and 2) a lack of rational methods of allccP-

ting opportunity. Continuing Education for R&D Careers Points out that e7en

employers mho actively encourage continuing education participation do so

in a very erratic manner.

. . . the modes of continuing education are not
highly structured . . Even employer-sponsored
programs of in-lab, non-credit courses are not
highly structured--standards of'student perfor-
mance are not uniformly applied, usually anyone
may register, and there is little or no integra-
tion or coordination of these courses so as to
systematically cover some area of:knowledge or
to achieve same specific updating goal. With
university credit courses and outside, short
intensive courses, the course itself is highly
structured and organized, but the process 'by
which the individual selects and undertakes
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one or the other is less than'brderly, often
unplanned, and at times slipshod. Concomi-
tantly, most laboratories have 4ither no, or
markedly inadequate, records of Continuing
education among their employees--emplayer-
sponsored modes fare little better.tb"san
personally-organized and self-teadhing modes.
FUrther, most laboratories have no consistent
budgeting or coordination of their continuing
education and none, in the study sample,
systematically evaluates the results, either
short-term or long-range.87

The second basic problem in the provision.of continuing educe.-
,

tion is that the employer decides which employees participate and which

activities are selected. Etployers naturally tend to think of continainz

professional education in terms of 1) cost and 2) participation in

activities which will directly benefit the organization. Unfortunate17,

since it is difficult to demonstrate that preventing individual obsoles-

cence or pursuing some broad educational objective is of direct benefit

to the employer, these activities are frequently assumed to be most

profitable to the individual. This assumption influences the pattern

of allocation of opportunities.

Hence, there is a strong.underlying assumption
that continuing education activities sponsored
by enplayers are really rewards (even if some-
times given in advance like a "Go :Now-Pay Later"
travel plan). It then comes out, as so often
with rewards in this world, that those who
gather.in most of them are least in need. But
management cannot see (very often) the point of
sending a shy and non-verbal young engineer
off to the heady socializing og a national
convention at company expense.08

One of the most inportant ways in which an employer can encourage

'participation in all the modes of continuing education is to structure
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the job and the work environment so that the individual has the time

to keep himself up to date or to catch up if necessary.

The literature contains various proposals for
devnting one day a week to keeping up to date,
or five hours or 5 per cent of the work week.
None of these appear to have received videspread
acceptance, probably because no one of them fits
the majority of established vork schedules. If
keeping up to date, or catching up, vere simply
a natter of self-teaching through reading, perhaps
some specific nuMber of hours vould be a reason-
able proposal but same modes of continuing edu-
cation require varying sized blocks of time.
Also, as the magnitude of technological change
becomes greater, the individual is less,and less
able to keep un to date solely on his own time. .

Consequently, many vriters on continuing edu-
cation are calling for a rethinking of the job
format to include time to keep up to date, not
only in the speciality of the jcb assignment
but in broader areas vhere new developments
rertain to the spectrum of the incuMbents
original training and nresent interests.89

Despite current problems, there is little dolibt that provision

of continuing professional education by the employer is a very important

source of training and education in the community. In fact, it maybe

possible that some employers will eventually challenge the exclusive

responsibility of the university in the field of graduate education.

A strong case has bee-21 made for giving the National
Federal Laboratories the power and responsibilitY.
for granting advanced research degrees. Arguments
in favor of extending the laboratories' nandate to
include graduate school are convincing and deserve
further exploration. The national laboratories
already possess the manpower, research facilities,
research tasks, an academic atmosphere, and the
fUnding. Eost of them have in-house education
programs, fellowships and internships. They are
also anong the greatest users of research graduates.
Uith research and demands for an adequate research staff
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presenting a large portion dfhe cost of graduate
education,_it is entirely possible that in some
areas it may be more efficient tp conduct graduate

education as an adjunct of a large7.scale research
institution, than it would to consider research
an adjunct of the educational institlition.90

Unions are actively engaged in continuira education for thel,-.

members. Their activities fall into to basic areas: 1) apprenticeship

training and 2) labor education. According to one source, the craft

unions dominate apprentice training although this process is regulated

by states and by the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeships a large.bureau

with representatives in all major cities. "Apprentice training involves

on-the-job training, plus classroom instruction, -which is so often

in public night schools with federal slibsidies from Vocational Educatien."91

Labor education attempts to meet workers' educational needs

and interests as they arise from participation in unions.

Almost all labor education is directed toward
those unionists who are active in their organi-
zations, either as volunteers, or as paid staff.
The major emphasis is on local union activities.
These include local officers, members of bargain-
ing comittees, stewards who have the responsibility
for contract enforceent at the work site,and
members of other committees, such as those con-
cerned with politics, legislation or community
affairs . . Since most labor education is
directed toward increasing the students' compe-
tence to function in the union, many courses deal
with such problems as collective bargairOng, union
administration, communications, trade union his-
tory and structure and politics and legislative
4ssues.92

Considerable labor education is conducted directly by the

unions themselves, without the assistance of other educational institut4cns.
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There are, however, twenty-seven formally established university labor

educatiOn centers in the United States. These use forms common to all

adult continuing education--short intensive conferences, residential

schools (mostly for one week), and evening courses (most of which run

seven to ten sessions but some for a fUll semester or academic year).

Each conference or course generally has a specific function which is

comnleted when the program is over, however a few centers in recent

years have sponsored long-term evening programs consisting of a series

of courses.93 There is very little corresnondence education. Two of

the labor education centers have special purposes. Brodkings Institute

conducts special conferences for elected national union officials and

Harvard University runs a 13-week resident training program for union

staff.94

According to one expert,

. . labor education remains peripheral to the
adult education movement in the United States.
Very few unions take it seriously enough to
invest sufficient funds for a meaningfUl pro-
gram . . Uhless there is a major breakthrough
in scale, based on a maesive infusion of union
or public funds, or both, the present situation
will continue. In some unions, and for some

-
unionists, labor education will be meaningful.
But for the total union movement and for the
nation, labor education will represent an
indication of what might be done rather than
a major accomplishment.95
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Federal Government

The extent of the federal government programs of continuing

education for adults is almost impossible to measure. These activities

fall roughly into five areas: 1) funding manpower training projects

(primarily for the poor), 2) funding vocational education programs (for

young people and adults), 3) training federal employees, 4) training

servicemen and 5) conducting basic research on adult learning and personnel

development.

State and local governments also train their employees and

finance adult education pa.og.rams through the public schools. There is,

however, no systematic reporting of activites on the state and local level--

these efforts will not be explored here.

The federal government's manpower training and vocational edu-

cation activities are apparently aftillistered by their respective divisions

of the Office of Education's Bureau of Adult, Vocational, and Library

Programs. During the 1960's the federal government reportedly spent

about $12 -billion on manpower training, "in a variety of innovative programs

aimed mainly at moving the poor into the labor force."96 By 1969, various

federally-funded vocational education programs enrolled some eig'-it rrill3on

students--at a cost of $1.4. The allocation of vocational education funds

is roughly: home economics ($181 million), office occupations ($217 mil-

lion), trades and industry ($318 -million), agriculture ($118 million), and

other ($535 r5i1ion).97 These programs are of interest here primarily as

indications of the magnitude of the government's involvement in the comp7e-

mentary-fUnctional system, not as sources of continuing education for
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professionals.

Moore relevant to the needs of professional 'Practitioners are

the government's-tlaining programs for its own e=ployees. In the Past,

this training tended to be Limited to the operation of agency mrocedures,

policies, or equipment. With the tremendous exmansion of the federal

government in the 1930's and 1940'5, followed by -Le recognition of grow-

ing technological Obsolescence in the 1950's the need for expanded contin-

uing education of government employees became increasingly apparent.

In 1958, Congress passed Public Law 85-507, the Government Employ-

,ees Training Act (GETA).

. . . the Act provided for a broad, rapidly develop-
ing activity in which all federal agencies can partic-
ipate . . . Its Objective vas to imbrove efficiency
and keep employees abreast of scientific and manage-
ment developments. Essential training =ay be done
within government and non-governmental institutions.
Basic-skills education is not authorized unless
qualified persons cannot be found for specific jobs.1-1u

Under GETA the Civil Service Commission acts as the central unit

for federal training.

The Commission's role under the Act is both regulatory
and operational. It issues regu/ations for and eval-
uates the agency training activities and it gives
agencies professional advice. In addition, it direct-
ly conducts Courses for the agencies.99

There are other agencies vhich conduct training outside GETA, including

the Tennessee Valley Authority, the Atomic Energy Commission, and th

Central intelligence Agency. 100 By 1969, it vas esti=ated that the fe5-,s1

government was spending through all these agencies about $104

annually to train about 1.1 million of its employees.
101
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Much of this educational.activity takes place"at the numerous

study centers for federal employees sponsorecOV various agencies. These

centers are generally cooperative arrangements between the agencies ani
v

educational institutions. .They provide opportunities for employees to

study at an agency's own facilities.

Besides providing classroom facilities, agencies may
furnish conference rooms, audiovisual aidsl'and train-
ing eouipment. Approximately 130 government off-campus
study centers in cooperation with over 60 universities
and colleges serve more than 25,000 students. Gener-
ally, training offered at these centers is at the
graduate level is career related, and can lead to
advanced degrees. Acceptance into the program usbally
is based on the academic requirements of the univer-
sity -under whose direction the off-campus center operates.
Payment of tuition and other related expenses by the
federal gavernment is dependent of the relevance of the
training to the individual's work assignment. Depending
on such factors as availability of instructors and
classrooms, workload, and nature.of the course, off-
cammus coursed are taught off or on employer time.
Viltually all aspects of technological studies in
science, engineering, administration, and management
are covered in these programs.102

AMongthe off-cammus study programs are theNational Bureau of Standards

Graduate School, the Atothic Energy Commission Center for Graduate Study,

the General Services Administration Study Center, the Joint Institute

of Laboratory Astrophysics and centers in most ofthe National labora-

tories.
103

One of the most remarkable of these study centers is the U.S.

Department of Agriculture Graduate School. The school vas originally

established in 1921 to train scientific workers for the USDA. It naw has

an enrollment of 21,000 students--more than the combined undergraduate



enrollments of the District of Columbia's major universities, including

Federal City College. Host students are federal e=ployees or their wives,

but any "qualified" person is eligible to enrollthe =ost important

criteria for admission is motivation.

The USDA school receives no federal ftndsit sUbsists entirely

on the $22 per credit hour tuition fee. No degrees are awarded but

students who comulete a prescribed curriculum receive certificates of

acco4plishment. Some 750 part-time teachers offer around 500 courses,

ranging from business management to Swahili. There is no camprys--courses

are offered in USDA facilities at night and on Saturdays, with additional

facilities being donated by other federal agencies. The Program is

Characterized by self-directed study, individual47-1 instruction, Programmed

learning materials, education growing out of the interest and experience of

the student, setting of individual goals and objectives, and advance=ent

at one's on rate of speed.1O4

To supplement these agency-sponsored traini,lc. programs the

Civil Service Commission offers a number of interagency training opPor-

tunities for all P-cofessionals. The Commission's prograns

. . include management training for =id-career
'and'senior professionals; science and Public
policy seminars; and specialized courses in such
fields as automatic data processirfr, management
sciences, sstems analysis, and financial manage-
ment.107

The Commission.also operates executive saminar centers in Kiros Point, New

York, ani Berkeley, California, where middle-level executives live on cam-Pus

for a two-to-four eek period.lo6 Executives can also attend the Federal
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Lxecutive :nstitue, established in 1.:ay, 1968.

:He :nstitute's program is an extensive eight-week
in-government and government-wide developmental
experience. The basic curriculum is concerned
with adaptations of governmental structures to
new functions, national goals and programs, and
innovation of arlministrative strategies. The
class size is set at 30 students. Plans call for
two concurrent classes in each session, or 12
classes per year. The director of the institute
determines the composition of each class with the
Objective of ensuring balanced representation
based on federal programs, levels of responsi-
bilities; organizational roles and professions
of the Participants, and other relevant character-
istics.107

A second major source of continuing pr-ifessional education for

government employees is the Department of Defense. By any standard, this

agency con:ucts one of the world's largest continuing education. programS .108

In 1969, the DePartment of Defense provided training for approximately

800,000 millita-y Personnel and 25,000 civilians. The Army alone provided

6.echnical non-comhat traintyg of fran six weeks to over a year for 38,000

Ar.47 personnel in 1971.109

Of the more than 3 nillion rilitary personnel
=cloyed in the Department of Defense, almost
one cut of every ten is in allEirmal training
environment at any oae time.

Detailed ac2o=ts of these educational activities appear in Classrooms in

the by Harold F. Clark and Harold S. Sloan ("New York, Teachurs

College, Colt:Mbia University, 1964) and Education in the Armed Forces by

Jares C. Shelburne and Kenneth J. Groves (Eiew York: The Center for APPlied

Research in Education, 1965).
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There is a variety of types of training given to servicemen.

Skill training is provided to meet the needs of
1500 occupational specialities. Half of the
enlisted men receive training in technical skills,
the majority in the maintenance and recair of
electronic, electrical and mechanical eouiument.
About 33 percent are trained in suunly and aamin-
istrative occupations and about 5 Percent in
medical and dental specialities. Cnly 12 uercent
receive training in skills directly associated with
the firing of weapons.

Nore than 300 Army schools exist throughout the
United States. Clark and Sloan identified over
Woo separate residence courses. Additionally,
training is provided in hospitals and through
correspondence centers.111

In addition, the rilitary also operates four accredited colleges: A-rmy's

West Point, Navy's Annanolis the Air Force.Academy In Colorado, the

Merchant Marine's King's Point. 112

Knowledge_of alMost any subject can be recuired for some military

positions, from oceanography, economics, and international relations, to

.varicus languages. As many as 2800 officers maybe selected to.purnue

these topics in the academic programs ot civilian institutions, while

about 1700 students stuay at in-house graduate insitutions such as the

Naval Postgraduate SchoOl or the Air Force institute of Technology.
113

. Officers require additional training in administrative and lead-

enshlu.sk-Tlls az they advance in rank. For this purposo the Arced Forces

provides a remarkable series of educational experiences.

Approximately .27,000 officers attend basic courses
each.year to learn about exercisirF the role of
leadership and the technical fundamentals ,-elated
to their assignment. About 8800 of the more
experienced are selected to attend an advanced
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program at branch schools to prepare for duties
at higher levels. The pyramid begins to narrow
and approxinately 3100 officers isith approximately
10 to 15 years of service attend co:rses which
prepare them for command ani staff Positions.
Finally, the most promising officers (arproximately
950) are selected for senior colleges (i.e., the
Army War College, the 5cho61 of Ka7a1Warfare, the
Air War College, the National War Collegeland the
Industrial College of the Armed Fo,-ces).71--

In addition to these educational activities, there are many

off-duty educational opportunities for servicemen. These include the

provision of tuition assistance for courses at diviliav Institutions

(reiMbursement up to 75 percent of cost), educational benefits available

through Public Law 89-358 on-base continuing education classes, and

correspondence courses.

Correspondence courses in academic subjects are available to

all meMbers ot the military service from the United States Armed Forces

Institute (USAFI), established in 1942. USAFI currently offers about

two hundred courses (approximately half at college level) with over

3000W enrol:ments yearly. In addition, the Armed Forces has contracts

with about fifty colleges and universities to Provide some 6000 corre-

spondence courses to servicemen. The USAFI is very active in develming

testing procedures which will give accurate indications of the studentt's

achievement in a subject, regardless of which course or textbook he has

used. These tests are developed for USAFI by universities or testing

services on the basis of USAFI specifications and the contents of the

commonly used textbooks. A rigorous develormental procedure includes
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the use of new tests in civilian schools to permit the establishment

,Of norms and stibmission of the tests to the Jnerican Council.of Education

fon deternintion of a passing score and recommended course credit.115

TAe Armed Forces employ a nuMber of educational officers and

counselors to direct their continuing education programs. These :persons

are responsible for providing counseling, career information, testing,

and evaluation--as veil as conducting repistration and earollment .

procedures.

ApproxiTrPtely 3600 Tersons are assigned to education
positions in the armed services . . Counselors
are needed at all levels from elementary thrawgh
higher education . . . Recognizing the need for new
technioues, the services are investigating the
automation of some counselor functions to provide
auick access particulamly in areas such as career-
oriented Information . . In-service seminars and
morkshops are being conducted -be) provide educa-
tional officers with opportunities to update their
s3cills and knowledge . . As professional standards
increase there mill be growing dermnds for in-service
training to kepp educational officers qualified for
their tasks.11u

Considerirg the extent of the involvemeat ofthe federal govern-

'ment in the training of its employees, inclUding servicemen itA.S apparent

that government agencies are prdbably one of the major,sources of research

ir continuing edunatiOn. ',According tx) a redent suMLiaark of the state of

continuing education research in the United States:

Studies in the areas of instructional methods,
predicting student success, aptitude levels,
and technical and occumational training have
been done by the U.S. Naval.Personnel and Train-
ing Research Laboratory in San Diego, California,
the U.S. Army Behavioral Science Research Labor-
atory and the Human Pasources 'Research Office in



Arlington, Virginia, and the U.S. Air Force Office
of Scientific Research laboratory near Iackland,

Texas. The National Center for Educational
Statistics, U.S. Office of Education, published
statistical data concerning adult basic education
p-nognpms, higher ed.ucation noncredit activities,
and Participation in adult education.117

A number of these agencies are pert of the military establishment.

Armed Forces-sponsored research is particrla.rly concerned with the adult

learning Process.

The range of adult /earning activities . . .

extends from the development of se/f-instructional
materials to the design of instructional systems.-
Research is undertaken to develop significant know-
ledge concerning learning processes. Courses are
developed to meet specified training objectives and
often include Procedures for testing, evaluation
and feedback. Innovations sueh as programmed
instruction and computer assisted instructional
programs are being developed and tested. There is

concern for ways of improving the readability of

materials. Some research is directed toward devel-
oping and testing training strategies which maybe
expropriate for varying levels within an operational
training context. Research is under Tray to determine
the reading, listening comprehension, and arithmetic
skills required for najor occupational specialities.118

it is not surprising that a'great many of the research reports

co/lected and abstracted by the ERTC Clearinghouse on Adult Education

(another federally funded agency) are the result of feclera11,y spcesored

research projects. The ERIC system of indexes and abstracts itself is

probably the single most important source of information on continuinz

education research and investigation in the United States today.

Reported improvements in the quality, quantity, and visibility of con-

tinuing education research can be attributed in large part of the activities
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of the Adult Education ClearinghoUse, as well\as to the existence of

the ERIC sponsored MUblications, Research in Ed:Li:dation and Current Index

to Journals in Education.

These vast educational activities of the federal government

unfdrtunately are not systematically described, reported, or evaluated.

Although many of these programs are prdbably very traditional and routine,

same of them appear to be highly innovative experimental,.and successfUl.

These admirable programs could serve as extremely usefIll models for the

-development in the mrivate sector of nevi- educational programs for adults.

Associations

According to one expert there are more than 12,000 business

and professional associations in this countryy and almost 10,000,000

Americans active La some sort of business and professional group. Many

of these associations marticimate in the complementary-functional educa-

tional system, filling in the gaps in the maeparation of their members

left by the seouential-unit system.

. the average graduate of our high schools and
colleges may possesi considerable theoretical know-
ledge, even vast stores of general knowledge, but
it is not related., for the most part, to the exigencies

of private life. For this reason associations have
more than tripled their efforts in education in the

past ten years and will more than likely multiply
their current educationa3 activities by several times
in the coming ten years:I19

.Although there is same evidence that younger professionals (especially

if they live in cities and were at the top of their class) prefer
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graduate courses, the older professionals tura first to their Professional

associations for their educational needs.12°

Associations are logical agencies to ?.'Sste a strong role in

continuing education for several reasons. Associations are focal Points

for the gathering and dissemination of information which makes them a

natural source of continuing education for their me:fbers. They are able

and milling to offer high-quality education to their members at a cost

often far below the narket price for commercial. ProgrPrIs of the-same

quality. Associations are often more open to technological advances

which male it possible to take educational programs to the /earner, rather

than requiring the reverse, as is traditional In colleges and universities.

They are aware that =any of their potential students are older DeoDle who

have been out of college for some time and are m4114/..g and able to design

programs suitable for this group's capacities. They naturally assume

that their programs nmst be designed in small doses and offered at con-
\

venient locations and reasonable times.

Finally, associations have e. "built-in acceptance factor" -with

their membership which other institutions mould find difficult to matdh

at any cost. "Programs offered by the association can be guaranteed almost

instant acceptance if they are sound in their develooment and relevant to

the needs and vents of the membership. 1121 The association also enjOys a

"built-in acceptance factor" in the area of government-assisted educational

programs, "because associations reoresent.the interests of whole industries

or professions in most instances and therefore the government views its
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use of the association as an ideal means of doing the most'good -with tbe

least eTor tt;L22t.

There are to basic types of business and professional associations

with a few variations.

Associations composed of individual meMbers (i.e.
people) generally are professional or occupational
speciality associations, usually called individual
membership sockEies. Examples are the American
Medical Association, the American Bar Association,
the Public Relations Society of American, the
American Society of Real Estate Appraisers, . .

Associations composed of artificial entities
(i.e. corporations, firms, or institutions) are
trade associations. Examples are the National
Association of Wholesalers, the American Retail
Federation, the Paper Shipping Sack Manufacturers
Association, and the National Consumer Finance
Association. Of course, there are variations of
these two types of associations; 11".:,h as the true
federation and the vertically al: :a association
as compared to associations that for all
practical purposes, horizontally aligned, but
true trade and individual member associations
rake up -Lie mainstream of association structure.

Associations cam also be described in geographical
terms. There are national, international, state,
regional and local (i.e. metronolitan) associations.-23

There tend to be distinct differences in the liay the two basic types of

associations approach continuing education.

Typically, a trade association is concerned with the
education of two types of individual--the entrepre-
neurs who run the corporations and firms that comPose
its membership and the employees of its members.
'Trade association activities for official represen-
tatives of corporate members are most often related
to entrepreneurial skills such as finance, policy-
raking, corporate planning, budgeting, and other
activities carried on at high levels of corporate
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life. In recent years a good deal of attention

has been paid to the "people sk4ls" of corporate

captains and are freouently the foyas of Programs
conducted by associations.

v

Employees of trade association nem-zers are often
eligible to participate in programs geared to the
particular area of specialty that makes him
valuable to his employer. Examnles of such pro-

grams are advanced concepts in estimating, new

trends in personnel administration, training
program de elopment, and so on. Considerable
attention has also been devoted to the People
skills of supervisory personnel and other execu-
tive personnel considered to be mc-zile in an
upward direction within a corporate infrastructure.

In short, the programs offered by trade associations

are concerned with naking the individual employee

of the corporate meMber a nore productive unit .

whether he be a high-ranking corporate officer or
an hourly employee.

Associations comprised of individuals eraged La
the Professions or the near professions take a
fundamentally opposite approach to the matter of

education of their members. 'Whereas trade associa-

tions are concerned almost exclusively-with education
as a means to increase an individual's worth to his

company, the individual meMbership society is con-

cerned with increasing the individual's s3.:j11 s and
knowledge to enhance his ability to practice his
chosen profession'in almost any locale or environment.
It is not unusual in this respect to see educational

programs of individual membership societies related

to some form of certification or to tha maintenance
of professional credentials. This is not to imply
that trade associations are not concerned with tl,e
individual as an individual. The 1-asic structure
of the association is such that education can be
related to corporate benefit primarily with ins-li10vid-

1

ual benefit a secondary but important concern.

Individual nembershin associations tyo-I-ell.y offer a wide range

of general neMbership services--many with.educational aspects. Among th
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usual membe-rehio services are: promoting professional awareness, recruit-

ing new peo-ole te the profession, operating jCib Placement services, arrang-

ing fraternal and social events, providing onpFtunities for members to

exchange tec hnical information
, publishing journals and newsletterg organ-

izing groun benefits such as travel and insurance Programs, accrediting

professional schools, certifYing professional practitioners, providing

reference and/or lending library services, and sponsoring continuing educa-

tion events.

During theeurrent recession many associations have been revising

their general operations to rake their.total.programs more relevant to

membership needs. Some typical changes are to regionalize meetings and

emphasize chaPter activities, drao banouets and other ceremonial events,

tighten UP the annual meeting schedule to triM the time commitment required,

and streamline the organizational heiarchy in order to give new and yo-Inger

people faster access to positions of influence.125

Societies in the field of science and technology recently have

expanded the;r services to assist their members in finding and preparing

for new jobs. Por example, the Engineers Joint Council has recently launched

a computerized job placement service throu,711 the College Placement Council,

stepped up itS employment counseling Lr...-tivities, and has been meeting with

industrial executives to spell out guidelines for use in hiring engineering

talent.
126

lany associations which have reshaped their meMbershin services

are apparently thriving. Two outstanding examples of membership grovth an,
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the Natioa1 Society of Professional Engineers (3,000 neW members in

1971-72) and the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants

(a ten -nerzent increase in new memhers annually for the last few years).

Leonard M. Savoie of the AICPA feels that his organization's "aggressive

work in the field of standard-setting (the institute pr-epares and grades

the national CPA examination) might well explain the continuing growth of

the 85-Year-o1d organization."127 *(The AICFA is also extremely active in

continuing education.)

As they turn away from some of their former activities, many

associations are developing more extensive educational programs. In the

science and engineering field, the activities of professional associations

cover a wide range of services which might be adaptable to other professions.

While Professional societies have always had the
resPonsibility for disseminating information on new
develooments through p01ications and meetings, the
trend in the current decade has been to develop
techanisms for planning, coordinating, and implement-
ing more organized forms of dissemination and instruc-
tion. We may summarize what leading societies are
doing as follows:

A: Dissemination of information.
1. ournals cover:Ing new developments, knr7:9e.ige,
and techniques and presenting specific stict..t-Lfic
and engineering data.
2. Other technical publications, including.trans-
actions, proceedings, abstracts and bibliographies,
monographs, and other specific and detailed tech-
nical Information.
3. Bon-technical publications, containing news
both of gc;leral interest and specifically pertain-
ing to cuntinuing education as well as technical
articles of broad general interest . . .
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4. Annual meetings, including both the traditional
presentation of papers and dispussions and-the
newer formats of short coursesl-review, and state-
of-the-art papers as mart of the meeting.

/

B. Planning, coordinating, and imolementing specific
cont'inuing education activities aimed at updating
and keeping up to date to overcome or prevent
Obsolescence.
1. General guides for local chapters or sections
for planning continuing education activities from
inception to implementation.
2. Specific instructional materials or recommenda-
tions for where they can be obtained for local use.
3. Speaker-lecture tours ana touring short courses.
4 Surveys of members to determine their needs,
interests, and attitudes regarding continuing iduca-
tion. The Society is a mechanism for cuickly and
readily obtaining information on new developments
as mell, because of the dispersion of its membership
geographically and their involvement in all asnects
of the fields or disciplines which the society
represents.
5. Cooperative efforts with other societies, univer-
sities, and employers in solving Problems and meet-
ing the needs in continuing education.

These nine activities are educational in the broadest
sense. That is, tliey alert the individual to new limowledge
and technology, make available specific information pertain-
ing to their use, point out the broad implications of these
developments, and provide instruction designed to rake them
readily available to the members.

The Institute of Electr-leal and Electronics Engineers is an oat-

standing example of an association which has develoned a contin-ins- education

'17)rogram incorporating most of the activitiesoutlined above. Since 1E511.,

.,he I'm:: has been involveet in continuin& education for its-frs

its annual meetings and its publications..

. over 100 major annual meetings are held %t which
approximately 15,000 papers are Prezented, upwards of
40 Journals and Transactions are Ptblished containi,-E
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approximately 35,000,pages of technical (and
educational) inforpation .

129

In the 196OPs,

Advisory Commi

to expand its

methods.

following the publication of the report of the Joint

ttee on Continuing Enginreering Studies, the TEEE decided

continuing education activities through a variety of new

The IEEE program is currently designed to develop and disSanin-

ate educational materials of many kinds to both individuals and organi-

zational units. The IEEE offerings to individuals are basically self-

study courses but they take many formscorrespondence and Packaged self-

study courses oa technical subjects, correspondett:e courses prepared by

the Vana7e1ent Games Institute, the "Cassette Colloquia" (tapds of panel

discus=.cas or Paper presentations from annual or local meetings),

"Soundings" (a ouarterly, highly-edited, compact source of tutorial

information on selected subjecs of high current interest), specialized

bibliugranhies of significant tutorial tapers published by ITTE Groub,

and "r....brint books."

IEEE programs produced for the use of local sections, chamters,

and branches, generally require an organized 7:resentation and classrooM-

typt. facilities in order to be effective. These include one-day

short courses (i.rith puTaished notes which a,e also sold separately to
...

individuals), slide-tape lecture packages, a "Resources Handbook" for

the use of local Education Chairmen (which lists and describes educational

naterials and their sources), and DAT-z; (Dial Access Technical Education--
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which prc7Yles concl6e up-t,=,-datt, fifteen minute reports on the current
\_

_status of a given ser-,;:crj; of technology.

The IEEE has been explor.:.ng for future iL;plementation Possible

ways of providing a more structured continuing education program. They

are particularly interested in developing a nore formal type of remition

for the time and effort expended by their members. Ourrenty, IE is

considering a two-pronged approach. First, the association -would under-

take to provide a series of continuing education "Road Maps" which a_ad.

lay out the various educational paths an individual might pursue in oraer

to achieve a srecific goal--such as updating his 1950 degree to a 1973

degree. Secondly, would take the responsibility for maintaining =

.'aniversal continuing education transcript service" which -would recora

the educational achievements of individuals. *Each individual could then

demonstrate that he had maintained or ungraded his competence by means

of a single record of all university credit courses, in-plant programs,

association offerings and other tynes of continuing education exneriences.
130

The continuing education activities of the science ana engir.eering

societies are far in advance of the majority of Professional associations,

although there is very little comprehensive data available to confirm

this asLortion. One of the few available survey., of association educatiOn

activities vas reported in .Association r.anagement in 1968.

Recently a leading university conducted a questionnaire
survey to datenine the educational needs of tra-le and
professional associations based in Washington, D.C.
Four hundred and eighty questionnaires were dispatched
to association executives. Seventy-ei7'nt percent of
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those questioned responded . . . Significantly,
55 per cent of the respondents indicated that
they were using the conference, seminar and
institute technique for their educational
programs. Fifteen per cent stated they were
not using the technique at present but were
ready to start. Twenty-four per cent recorded
that they were conducting programs in cooperation
with colleges and universities.

Summarization of the data showed that trade and
professional associations are assuming an expand-
ing role in establishing education programs for
their meMbers. Requirements for college and
university cooperation 4,association education
programs are increasing.-L-D1

This survey found that the major education reouirememts of

associations mere: management skills pUblic relations, long range plan-

ning, employee selection methods, and marketing LTthods. Fifty Percent

of the association Pwecutives questioned stated a preference for one-and

two-day sessions. rventy-six p(rce'nt preferred Prograns lasting three

to five days, and only seven Percent indicated a desire for programs of

six to ten days. The most popular time periods were sPring andfali.

'The najority of association executives. stated that they prefer tc! conduct,

educational programs separately from national or regional convention

activities. 132

Although the majority of the executives contactedWbove Preferred

to separate their educational Programs fraa their annual comentions, there

are associations which make their annual convention the focus of their

educational program. Some associations are offering almost exclusively

educational fare at their conventions--emmples are the Young *P.re
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Organizetion t'r.e Eechanical Contract or Association of America and

7

the rationFl .kssociation of Tobacco Disbributors. The Young Presidents'

Organization alone offers over one hundred mof:cshons and seminars at its

convention. Edm.cational progrPris for spouses are being added at some

conventions on the theory that participation in meetings on topics of

public and/or professional interest mill increase the spouses' satis-

faction 'with the convention more than the traditional fashion shows and

shopPing tours.133

It is obvious that no association can provide all the formal

education, Informal education, leadership training, and fraternal activ-

ities needed-by its =anthers. .Much of agy association's ciforts mill have

to be directed to diagnosing these needs, identifying and publicizing any

available courses sponsored by other agencies, stimulating other agencies

to offer those educational experiences for which they have special expertise,

coonerating with other agencies to develop programs, and, then, designing

and offering itself those educational experiences 'which no other agency

would or could do as veil as the assodiation.

There are many benefits attached to sharing educational t2-ograms

with other agencies. Cooperation with federal and state government can

mean additional sources of finPncial support. Since the federal govern-

ment began financing programs for employee and manpower training in recent

years, =any associations have been involved in operating government-sPonsored

training Projccts, especially through theTepartment of Labor.1
34

(Most of

these programs appear to be at the subProfessional or blue-collar level.)
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Cooperation with colleges universities opens the possibility

of academic credit being given for continuing education participation. The

.Anerican Institute of Banking (believed to be the largest privately spon-

sored adult education program in the country) is attempting "to associate

AIB courses with junior and city colleges in an attempt to receive accred-

135
. itation toward college degree programs.

Cooperation with other agencies can provide more opportunities

for practitioners to engage in "task oriented training," which bring

together Professionals and sUbprofessionals of several specialities.

The broader disciplinary and interdisciplinary
dimensions of professional practice are being
seen in new perspectives, and consequently relevant
smecialists are being brought together on a task
basis. This development is perhaps most visible
in the medical and allied health sciences. In
university settings, Professionals from many areas
of health, plus technician paraprofessionals and
subProfessionals, are being related on a team
basis to a host of interdisciplinary research and
service tasks. Heart transplant surgery and post-
operative care is on/y one Particularly dramatic
illustration. Other professional'areas are moving
in the same direction. There is heightened recog-
rition of the importance of integrated and systematic
teamFork among professppals, technicians, and
operatives in general.-i°

Cconraion can help nake it possible for an association to

expand.its educatio-.1 efforts beyond the direct needs of its profes-

sional practitioners. Programs for training paraprofessionals and sub-
-,

professionals can be one of the most effective:ways of encouraging pro-
.

fessional practitioners to spend 'more time in updating and expanding

their Professional knowledge. Continuing medical education at Duke has



Offered tnsturction to nurses eMployed by doctora which enables the

..:nursea to perform many of the roUtine tasks the doctor normally.did

in the course of his daily practice.137 A similar activity is

in the legal profession, where subprofessional law clerks are being used

to permit lawyers to engage in more professional activities, including

continuing education.

,Once an association hasiidentified the area in -which it must

create its own programs, then it becomes involved in the complicated

and demanding process of program Planning. Lowell R. Eklund Dean of

Continuing Education at Oakland University, Rochester, Michigan has

written about the program planning Process in university contirs'4rT;

-education in terms which are equally applicable to the planning-process

in the professional association.

. . . the technological and social pressures of this
dynamic free-enterprise society, of-which the pro-
fessional is an integral part, demand the constant
systematic application of continuing education.
Consequently, the patent crying need is for mac
efficiency and economy in the delivery of this
commodity to our customers. This demands that we
not only be. ,ble to place ourselves on the forward
edge of the subject matter and knowledge-finding
process, but our mtfiods and strategies for effect-
ing application of this knowledge to the Profes-
sionalt.: field of operatim must be the nost modern
in which ve avail ourselves of every Possible
existing means as well as constantly seek new and
more effective and efficient ones. DyrPriic flex-

ibility in relating research findin2s and knowledge
production to the ProfesAonal marketPlace is the
essence of our mission."-Ju

May I presume to suggest a list of tenents . . .

By-working closely -Ath our clientele--or our

76
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prospective students--we will first determine
their real questions and their genuinely felt
needs before we return to our ivory T.u,"ers to
generate the answers. In fact, we will be
ever mare that frequently the answers will
lie only in the collective knowledge of the
students themzelves--anct may often be only
optimal indications retner than black or Id lite
unaualified conclusions. In any event, -r..re
(working with our clients) will carefully and
expertly determine program content and then
design the most effective learning exoerience
possible Irithin the 1-1.-....Ats of our p-4-ofessiona1
competence and creative ingenuity. T:Te (worng
idth our clients) will secure the resource
people available--often from the professional
group itself. We (working -with our clients)
will clarefully Esicj and thoroug.hly consider
the various methods of information transfer
and structure our program according2.y.
(vorkz./1 ig with and through our student group)
will promote and publicize the event with
appropriate flair_and..dignitY so that the ...
audience--the all-important audience--w-M know
then, where and very importantly; why they may
a-I.a-12. themselves of the experience opPortunity.
We then (in close alliance 'Frith the clients)
'van present and admi.nister the program, devot-
ing solicitous attention to every detail of the
plan, qv.ickly adjustiug or amendimg as exoerience
dictates. Drrphasis J.1 be focused on present-
ing these programs in the most fle3d.ble, regular,
-4..2.meay, convenient dynaMic PIP rifler TIossible , with
the highest standards demanded and. delivered--

just gratuitously esooused.

FinaLly, we (in conj.traction tgith our clients) :rill
review and evaluate our programs so that maxim=
imorovements may be rade and applied to future
proErams, which should be readily d.e.nded ap.d
forthccrdpg if we have done our job -0,71th ina-
tion and zaes.p. (and in clos e. conjunction with oux
clients). j--)7
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Continuing Education--An Overview

Having examined the potential sponsors of continuing education

for professionals--university professional schools, community colleges,

proprietary schools, corporations, business and industry, unions, federal

government agencies and professional asseciations--e are left with the

problem of allocating the responsibility among them.

The general area of continuing education is one in which there

is a great deal of confusion concerning all kinds of responsibility.

Iiveright, in 1966, identified a number of "adult education policy questions"

which ultimately must be answered by society before a logical allocation

of continuing education responsibility can be made.

AmDng auestions that must be answered are: 1) Haw
Should costo of retraining workers displaced by
changing technology be met? Should costs be

viewed as a cost of industry or should government
neet some part? What is happening now? 2) What is

the most effective kind of nre-employment occupa-
tional and vocational training? Should training
be broad-based in the schools, with industry respon-
sible for specific job training? Hag should voca-
tional occupational and specific job training costs

be net? 3) Who Should be responsible for management
develaoment and tralninv-? Industry? Management
associations such as E.:A? The universities and
schools of business? What is the most effective
means of preparation for managerial responsibility?
Or, how should various training and educatioa levels

be cambine,2? 4) Should business Provide education
prozrams on a profit basis in areas of special
competence? Would the 1;ation's occupational needs
be better served through proprietary schools estab-

lished by rajor enterorise? if so, how should these

costs be met? 5) Is national policy better served
by Prirary contracts between Federal agencies and
private business for educational and training

7 8
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programs as had been the case with urban Job
Corps centers, or should these activities be
limited to educational organizations or agencies:
Mhat would be the results of any Imajor shift in
policy toward private industry. ")

These are questions which are very difficult to answer.

Some of them are being investigated by the Syracuse University =duca-

tional Policy Research Center, which has begun a series of stuiies

designed to examine the legal aspe& various potential ed=at.4o-1

problems in our society. Their second study, published in 1971,

. deals with the case of a hien1y trained
aerospace technician who sues the social security
trust for loan benefits, arguing that he is
economically disabled and has been retired by
society. All the plaintiff wants is an oppor-
tunity to retrain himself througli education with
funds -which he believes rightfully belong to him.
Seventy percent of the attorneys ourveyed are of
the opinion that the case will cane to court
and succeea within 3 years; 70% see the emergence
of the concept of life-long education as a right
as the primary implication for the future; 80%
estimate between 1 and 5 million people would
need a similar service by 1980; 75% estimate the
cost of such a service to be in excess of $150
million a year; and 85 see the effects of thisk,
case, if successful, as beneficial to society.1

Since agencies with_res15onsibi1ities in continuing :Lunation

cannot wait until these large issues are resolved, they seem to have

arrived at a practical consensus regarding the distribution of certain

basic responsibilities.

The literature reflects stereotyped roles, assigned
to the individual, his employer, his professional
societies, and the univercities. 'While the aver-
simplication involved will'be immediately op-parent,
these roles should be considered here. Current

19
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thinking can be summarized as follows: The
individual carries the basic responsibility
for his own development and for IkeePing up to
date. His employer has the responsibilities
of providing both opportunities for continuing
education and a work environment--job structure
climate that encourages him to keep up to date.
The professional societies and universities
are obligated to help him by providing educa-
tional opportunities and subject natters from
which he can select those best fitting his
needs. Employers and professional societies,
more than universities, share some responsibility
for making the man avaly2of his needs and helping
him plan to meet them.

This dependence on the individual to carry the basic respon-

sibility must be tempered by the realization that, so far, individual

responsfbility has not prayed averwheln5ng1y successfUl.

. we are not overly impressed with the amount
and nature of the planning done by individuals for
their own continuing education. Ile sense a fair
amount of "hit-or-miss" activity, especially in
choosing professional meetings, short courses, and
to some extent in reviewing the literature. That
is, what planning takes place is usually short-
term without regard to the long-run future. Nhile
ve recognize that no one can know the future, many
of the developments now taking place mill unques-
tionably adversely affect the future of those who
ignore them. As an example, ve point to the inade-
euacy of many-people in dealing -with computers
whose potential they should have recognized a
decade ago as being pri,relevance to sophisticatei
research techniques.

In the opinion of this writer, the most effective agency for

coordination of the activities of the various sponsors of continuing

education is the professional association, The association is also in

an exceelent position to motivate its individual members to take advantage

of the continuing education activities which it has identified and publicized.

8 0
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A Model Educational 'orogram for an Association

The educational program of an association should be based on

a deterripation of the scope of the professional field. By establishing

a content moclel and identifying the areas of Professional comPetency, the

association establishes mhat members of a profession are responsible for

knowing and doing. Once this is done, a minimal level o± competence\

can be formulated to measure the preParation of beginning professionalS.--

The association should continuously work to identify new knowledge and

techniaues of which all its professionals should be aware. By estimating

the magnitude of this new information the association can create a contin-

uing education standard vhich mill specify how many hours of updating is

probably necessary for the average professional per year.

The association should develop a policy on continuing education.

The focus of this policy should be on the continuing education needs of

the profession for the next twenty or so years. This policy should state

the association's support for the development of specific kinds of

continuing education activities in the professional schools, community

colleges, commercial agencies, and the federal government. The associa-

tion,:by utilizing this policy, can selectively support those activities

of other agencies which mill lead to the association's desired results.

Once these fundamental standards are established the assncia-

tion can proceed to design its own educational program. SUCh a program

mould include the following activities:

8 1
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1) The association would assist professional schools in

desUning prograzs to develop the appropriate comtetemcies

in. their students.

21 The association would do everything it could to iasure

that beginning practitioners had reacheda minimum 1e7el of

corVetence. This might include testing or evaluatinz individuals.

3) Qgalified practitioners could be certified. This ertifi-

cation might be designed to insure a minimum level of commetence,

`or to recognize a high level of achievement. In. fact, it might

be 'desirable to recognize competence at seVeral levels.

4) The association would.provide a set of-standards for employers

to vse in hiring professionals and endeavor to have these standards

recognized and enforced.

5) The association would take steps to promote the "participation

of its meMbers in continuing education of all kinds.

a) pUblicize how much education is necessary for the

average professional to remain current.

b) Act as a clearinghouse for educational opport=ities

vailab2e to practitioners which would contribute to

their competence. Many associations do this by 131131ishing

a catalog or newsletter of educational programs.

c) Provide assistance in selecting appropriate s-;..bjects

and courses to improve individual competence. This might

involve the development of various methods of measuring
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competence, such as self-assessment tests. It could
\ .

also mean the development of a professional guidance

and counselin service. \'

d) Participate in national efforts to systematize ',the

Programing and credential/ing of continuinv education,

especially the develotment of a standard cnntinuing

education unit.

e) Engage in recording the continuing education partici-

pation of members (until such time as a better system

is created). This would involve evaluating the reported

experience in order to record the appropriate amount of

credit.

f) Develop several forms of recoanition to award to

outstanding Participants.

g) Promote an awareness among employers of the importance

of continuing education. Encourage them to support and

reward their employees' ..oalticiPation.

6) Provide a ''professional development program."

a) for beginning professionals .who need to expand and

deepen their knowledge of material introduced in profes-

sional school. This coula be part of preparing the

beginner to reach a level of minimum competency, such

as the short courses off2red to candidates for CFA and

Bar e:.:aminations.

8 3
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b) aid older professionals to gain basic knowledge

not available when the7 vent Lf professional school.

c) design education: :ams to offer information

about new knowledge a_ . Lechniques.

The association should offer professional develawment courses

areas of professional concern which are appronriate because

they involve

a) Knowledge which is too xpecialized for professional

schools to teach (faculty may not be -Ppri-Oiar with content).

b) Knowledge which is too current for professional schools

(faculty ray not be aware of content).

c) Knowledge which the association can provide better

than any (ther sourcei.e., members are the ones engaaed

in the most advanced work in the subject.

d) Knowledge which no other agency can provide to as nany

members as efficientlysuch as small amounts of nanagement

co-- human relations training.

7) St4-ulate other agencies to offer relevant programs which

would be avoropriate to their abilities.

a) cnlunity or junior colleges--

subprofessional or paraprofessional basic knowledge,

technical courses to broaden a professional's back-

ground (such as edical t'erminology in an allied health'

program) basic c Irses in outside areas of knowledge

8 4
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such as foreign languages or data processing.

b universities--

any basic courses not taken for the first professional

degre, management or personnel admiristration courses,

advanced degree -work cours s through the extension or

correspondence division.

The association should encourage one or more universities

to create Yasters and Tut-masters degrees in tae pro-

fession -which could be achieved through a structured

program of short courses, institutes, evening and/or

correspondence courses. These classes might be condu-ted

jointly by the professional school and the extension

division.

c) proprietary schools--

subprofessional and paraprofessional certificat

diploma studies.

d) corporations--

educational games; simulation exercises, management

programs, programmed texts, and correspondence cour_ s.

0 state and federal agencies--

employee training programs for their cum employees,

. training programs funded or administered throuz'n

various agencies.

8 5
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f) other associations--

cooperative programs, training for paraprofessionals

and subprofessionals.

Tor, organizations developing programs in areas of professional

knowledge the association should serve as a general advisory and planning

carmittee, reoresenting the needs of the profession and providing the most

advanced available n.LufeFfsional knuledge. It should be able to advise

other agencies on the objectives, subject content, format, and length of

any Professional progr_tL, to be established. It should also be able to

rec :mend instructors and resource persons persons in the field, as :;e11

as to suggest methods of presentation which should esp-cially effective

"ith the prospective students. The association should bring relevant

projcv.Pr's to the attention of the profession and assist in marketing them.

Finally, it should be available to assist in the evaluation -A' the Pn:Grar.::,

after they are held.

This range of activities would constitute the e-icational

program of the association, with the s:ssociation's own "p4ofessiona_

development" courses as a subdivision of the over-all cantinvIr edmation

effort.

8 6
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